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Jin (金): the Pan-Xianbei-Tungus Conquest Dynasty 

The scaling ladder and catapult 

illustrated in the Song manual of 

Collection of the Most Important Military 

Techniques (Wujing Zongyao 武經總
要) written in 1040-4. The Qidan and 

Nüzhen added the expertise in 

siegecraft and seige warfare to their 

mastery of cavalry warfare. 

Franke and Chan (1997) note the 

custom of the Nüzhens: “The married 

women plait their hair into a round top-

knot. The men plait the hair into a 

queue which dangles down their back 

(ibid: 131); the word shaman is derived 

from…the old Nüzhen language (shan-

man 珊蠻, Manchu saman) (ibid: 138); 

In … illness they …prefer shamans and 

prayers. …If a nobleman dies they burn 

alive his favorite slaves and … horses 

(ibid: 137); Those who had killed a 

person or committed robbery were 

killed…and their family members were 

enslaved (ibid: 142); Before…battles … 

the (whole army) … prayed to Heaven 

and Earth (ibid: 140); willow shooting (a 

part of the worship of Heaven) and polo 

playing [were] performed at … festive 

occasions … The custom to shoot at 

willows from a galloping horse must 

also be seen as a method of military 

training in a society where combat on 

horseback was normal (ibid: 147-9).” 
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1 金史 卷一 本紀第一 世紀 金之先
出靺鞨氏 靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地
也 元魏時 勿吉有七部 曰粟末部…

曰黑水部…唐初 有黑水靺鞨 粟末
靺鞨 其五部無聞 粟末靺鞨始附高
麗 姓大氏 李勣破高麗 粟末靺鞨保
東牟山 後爲渤海…黑水靺鞨居肅愼
地..附于高麗 嘗以兵十五萬衆助高
麗拒唐太宗 敗于安市 開元中 來朝 
置黑水府 以部長爲都督…其後渤海
盛强 黑水役屬之 朝貢遂絶 五代時 
契丹盡取渤海地而黑水靺鞨附屬于
契丹 其在南者籍契丹 號熟女直 其
在北者 不在契丹籍 號生女直 生女
直地有…長白山 混同江亦號黑龍江 
所謂 白山黑水 是也 

Tao (1976: 3-4) notes that the name 

Nüzhen first appeared in the Liaoshi in 

903, and most Chinese chroniclers 

believed that the Sushen were the 

ancestors of the Mohe and the Nüzhen. 

The chroniclers used the name Sushen 

to designate the ancestor of almost all 

peoples in eastern Manchuria such as 

the Yilou, Wuji, and Blackwater Mohe 

(ibid: 55). Modern anthropologists, 

however, believe that the ethnogenetic 

origins of the peoples of Manchuria 

were extremely diversified. Tao (ibid: 6) 

interprets the traditional view of 

Chinese chroniclers in the following 

fashion: “The Nüzhen may have been 

subject to the Mohe for a long time, and 

hence were also called Mohe or 

Heishui Mohe. … When the Nüzhen 

became the most influential tribe…the 

Mohe…disappeared in history, probably 

because the Nüzhen had subjugated all 

the Mohe tribes, and all the Mohe 

 called themselves Nüzhen. Thereafter, 

CHAPTER TEN 

THE MENGAN-MOUKE SOCIO-MILITARY ORGANIZATION
NÜZHENS ESTABLISH A PAN-MANCHURIAN CONQUEST DYNASTY 

 

The home base of the Liao was destroyed by the Mohe-

Nüzhen woodsmen from eastern Manchuria. The art of conquest 

apparently became public knowledge by this time, and no time lag was 

needed henceforward for one conquest dynasty to be replaced by 

another. The entire Nüzhen population was organized into a 

comprehensive socio-military tribal institution called Mengan-Mouke 

under the hereditary chieftains with assigned land for farming. The 

settling of Mengan-Mouke troops at the strategic military colonies 

throughout the conquered land to perform garrison duties was a 

practice of both the Nüzhens and the latter-day Manchus. The origin of 

the remarkable regimentation of the tribal population under the 

Mongols is traceable to the Nüzhen tradition. The army units in Jin, 

Yuan, and Qing were also the basic units of their tribal society. 

Since the Nüzhen tribes were organized into the Mengan-

Mouke system, the Jin rulers found it unnecessary to set up separate 

(Northern-Southern) governments; they simply filled the high-ranking 

positions with the Nüzhen aristocracy. The examination system played 

a much greater role in recruiting the Han Chinese officials from landed 

gentry under the Jin than under the Liao and Yuan. The Jin established 

a Nüzhen Jinshi degree, but the Nüzhens as a whole continued to 

advance their careers without meeting degree qualifications. The 

Nüzhen military men and aristocrats occupied the most important 

positions in the government and made all the important decisions. The 

Han Chinese scholar-officials, constituting less than 60 percent of the 

total number of officials, were employed mostly as clerks, judges, and 

accountants. The Jin emperors made huge donations to the Buddhist 

temples that set the example of patronage for the Nüzhen aristocracy. 
Though deficient in cohesion, the Liao and the Jin represent the 

grouping of the Xianbei and the Tungus within the framework of a Pan-

Manchurian conquest dynasty for the first time in their ethnic history, 

presaging a more cohesive union to be realized by Mongol Yuan and 

the surprisingly cohesive union to be achieved by Manchu Qing.  

In the Han Chinese Song, the hereditary aristocracy of the 

conquest dynasties was completely replaced by the scholar-officials 

selected from the landed gentry through the examination system based 

on Confucian Classics. 
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1. Eastern Manchurian Woodsmen Replace the Western 
Manchurian Nomads 
 
THE MOHE-NÜZHENS OF EASTERN MANCHURIA  

According to the Jinshi, the Mohe-Nüzhens of  eastern 
Manchuria were the descendants of  the Sushen-Wuji. The Sumo-
Mohe and the Blackwater-Mohe were two of  the seven original 
Mohe tribes. The Blackwater-Mohe became the subjects of  
Koguryeo, and their 150,000-man army fought on the side of  
Koguryeo against Tang Taizong in 645. The Sumo-Mohe also 
became the subjects of  Koguryeo and, after the downfall of  
Koguryeo, founded Parhae together with the Koguryeo people. 
When Parhae became powerful, the Blackwater-Mohe became the 
subjects of  Parhae. When Qidan conquered Parhae, some of  the 
Blackwater-Mohe tribes became the subject of  Qidan. Those 
Blackwater-Mohe people who were incorporated into the Liao 
state were called Tamed Nüzhen, and those beyond the control of  
the Liao were called Wild Nüzhen. The territory of  Wild Nüzhen 
included the Long White Mountains and the Amur River area.1  

Both the Liaoshi and Jinshi differentiate the people of  
“Parhae” (founded by the Sumo-Mohe and Koguryeo people) 
from the people of  “Nüzhen” (here meaning the Wild Nüzhen, 
the descendants of  the untamed Blackwater-Mohe). According to 
the Liaoshi, the Liao army had launched a punitive attack on the 
Wild Nüzhens in 986, capturing 100,000 persons and 200,000 
horses, and another attack in 1026, capturing a large number of  
men, horses, cows and pigs. Campaigns were launched against 
Koryeo beginning in 1010 and lasting for about ten years. The 
Qidans put down a major Parhae rebellion in 1029 and another 
one in 1116. The northeastern frontier kept reporting alliances 
among the Parhae, Wild Nüzhen tribes, and Koryeo, necessitating 
repeated expeditions by the Liao. The frequent revolts and wars 
along its northeastern flank drained the Qidan Liao dynasty.2  

Aguda (阿骨打/太祖 b.1068/r.1113-23) was a leader of  
the Wanyan clan that first appeared in Korean history when a 
mission that included the chieftains of  thirty Wild Nüzhen clans 
paid tribute to Koryeo in 1012. According to the Jinshi, the 
“primal ancestor (始祖)” of  the Wanyan clan, Hanbu, came from 
Koryeo. Hanbu’s descendants settled down near the present Ashi 
River (阿什/安出虎 Anchuhu/alčun which means gold in Nüzhen 

historians referred to the two simply as 

Nüzhen.” The Wild Nüzhen tribes had 

maintained a semi-egalitarian society, 

electing brave individuals as chieftains 

and every member having the same 

millet gruel and roast meat for food. 

Aguda did not expect his officials to 

kowtow before him. Franke (1994: 265) 

 
2 See Barfield (1989: 175-7).  
遼史 卷十一 本紀 第十一 聖宗二 
統和四年 [986] 討女直所獲生口十
萬餘 馬二十餘萬 及諸物 
遼史 卷十七 本紀 第十七 聖宗八 
太平六年 [1026] 入女直界 俘獲人
馬 牛豕 不可勝計 
新五代史 卷七十二 四夷附錄 第一 
契丹 有窺中國之志 患女眞 渤海等
在其後 欲擊渤海 
舊五代史 卷三十四 唐書十 莊宗
紀第八 同光四年 [926] 契丹寇女
眞渤海 
遼史 卷一百三 列傳第三十三 文學
上 重熙四年 [1035] 況渤海女直高
麗合從連衡不時征討  
遼史 卷二十八 本紀第二十八天祚
皇帝二 天慶六年 [1116] 春州渤海
二千餘戶叛 七年 女直軍攻春州…

渤海人皆降 
 

3 金史 卷一 本紀第一 世紀 …金之
始祖諱函普 初從高麗來…兄阿古迺
好佛 留高麗不肯從…始祖居完顔部
僕幹水之涯…其後…歸太祖…阿古迺
之後… 太祖 [1114]…招諭渤海人曰
女直渤海本同一家…黑水舊俗無室㢚 
負山水坎地 梁木其上 覆以土… 綏
可…始築室…定居于安出虎水之側矣
See also Tao (1976: 16-21) and Franke 

(1994: 219-21, 224, 226). 
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金史 卷二 本紀第二 太祖 收國元
年[1115]正月…卽位皇帝…十二月…

遼兵號七十萬…追及遼主..遼兵大潰 
金史 卷二 本紀第二 太祖 二年 

[1114] 十月 …曰女直渤海本同一家…

初命諸路以三百戶爲謀克 十謀克爲
猛安...遼都統..將步騎十萬..太祖自將
擊之...遼人嘗言女直兵若滿萬則不可
敵 至是始滿萬云… 收國元年 [1115]

正月 卽位皇帝…國號大金 
Franke and Chan (1997: 158-9) write 

on Yang P’o (楊朴): “The Yang family 

was one of the great Po-hai clans. Yang 

P’o [persuaded Aguda to be invested 

with the title of emperor] … was also 

responsible for establishing court rituals 

and …polished…state letter to the Liao.  

 
4 天會十三年[1135] 贊曰太宗以斜也
宗幹[太祖庶長子]知國政以宗翰[國
相之長子]宗望[太祖第二子]總戎事 

 
5 Lattimore (1944: 44-5)  

 
6 See also Tao (1976: 4-8) and Franke 

(1994: 217-8). 
 

7 See also (ibid: 6-11, 22).  
 

8金史 卷五 本紀第五 海陵 正隆四
年[1159] 二月 調諸路猛安謀克軍年
二十以上五十以下者 皆籍之 
金史 卷四十四 志第二十五 兵 金
興 用兵如神...曾未十年遂定大業... 
俗本…皆良將…皆銳兵…地狹産薄.. 
以能寒暑 徵發調遣事同一家…以寡
制衆…及其得志中國…部長曰孛堇.. 
猛安者千夫長也 謀克者百夫長也…

士卒之副從曰阿里喜..太祖卽位二年
[1114]…以三百戶爲謀克 謀克十爲猛

language) which flows into the Songhua River. The capital of  early 
Jin, Shangjing (上京 the present Acheng 阿城 in Jilin), was on the 
bank of  the River Ashi. The Wanyan clan was able to dominate 
the other Wild Nüzhen tribes during the eleventh century. The 
Liao court appointed Wukunai (烏古迺/景祖 1021-74), a sixth-
generation descendant of  Hanbu and the grandfather of  Aguda, 
as military governor of  the Wild Nüzhens (生女直部族節度使/太
師). Holipo (劾里鉢/世祖 b.1038/r.1074-92), Wukunai’s second 
son and Aguda’s father, inherited the Jiedushi in1074. 

Aguda had refused to dance for the Liao emperor at the 
Fish Head Party (頭漁宴) on the Amur River in February 1112; 
was proclaimed ruler of  the Nüzhens by the tribal elders after the 
death of  his elder brother Wuyashu (烏雅束/康宗 b.1061/r.1103-
13) in October 1113; destroyed the 100,000-man Qidan army with 
10,000 Nüzhen warriors in November 1114; proclaimed himself  
the emperor of  Jin in January 1115; destroyed a huge Qidan army 
reportedly containing 700,000 men under the personal command 
of  the last Liao emperor (Tianzuo) in December 1115; captured 
the Liao Eastern Capital in May 1116 and the Supreme Capital in 
May 1120; and captured the Central Capital (in Jehol) in January, 
the Western Capital in April, and the Southern Capital, Beijing, on 
December 5 in the year 1122. Aguda had declared on October 1, 
1114, apparently to lure the Parhae people, that “the Nüzhen and 
the Parhae were originally the one and the same family.” 3  

Aguda died on August 28, 1123, and was succeeded by 
his younger brother, Wuchimai (吳乞買/太宗 b.1075/r.1123-35). 
Taizong, assisted by Aguda’s sons, accomplished the Great 
Enterprise, capturing the last Liao emperor on February 20, 1125 
and entering the Song capital, Kaifeng, on December 10, 1126. 4 
The last two Song emperors were captured by February 1127. 

The Murong-Xianbei of  the Yan dynasties (designated 
either as the Former, Later, Western, or Southern Yan, 337-410) 
had fallen victim to another Xianbei tribe, the Touba, that went on 
to unify North China, establishing Northern Wei (386-439-534). 
Seven hundred years later, the Qidan also fell victim to another 
Manchurian tribe, the Nüzhens, who went on to conquer North 
China, establishing the Jin dynasty (1115-1234) and seizing the 
whole Central Plain from Northern Song by 1126. Franke (1994: 
215) declares that, with the Jin dynasty, the Mohe-Nüzhen 
“Tungusic people appear for the first time in world history as an 
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identifiable entity and as a great political power.”  
The shamanistic Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus seem to have 

migrated from Tranbaikalia to Manchuria via the upper Amur 
River area. They dwelled in subterranean houses, practicing 
hunting, fishing, patchy farming (planting millet and buckwheat), 
pig raising and horse breeding. Farming was largely the work of  
women. The men hunted and fished. They kept dogs, reindeer, 
and horses chiefly for mobility. 5 The Nüzhens knew how to 
weave, plant hemp, and cultivate silkworms. They dressed in white 
linen in summer, and wore furs in winter. Just like the Yemaek 
Tungus, they used kang (炕), a bed built of  bricks or clay that was 
heated with a fire underneath. When a man died, a brother could 
take his wife, preferring brother to brother inheritance. The 
Nüzhens worked hard in order to earn a meager living but, once 
in war, they devoted themselves to fighting, as if  it were a family 
affair, in order to capture booty. Ratchnevsky (1991: 5-6) says: 
“The collective spirit of  the herdsmen, who depended on a 
politico-military organization of  the community to protect their 
herds from enemy attacks during the annual migrations, 
contrasted with the free life of  the forest hunters, who relied on 
the personal skill of  the individual. The forest peoples considered 
their way of  life to be the best in the world; herding sheep was 
regarded as a disgrace.” 6  

The Nüzhens were forest tribes and yet had a fine 
cavalry. Their tribal organization, and their archery and 
horsemanship perfected by hunting, had produced a military 
tradition similar to their nomadic neighbors. Tao (1976: 9) says 
that “Because every male adult member of  the tribe participated 
in hunting and fishing, he was automatically a soldier of  war. … 
[A]ll warriors were mounted. … Nüzhen cavalry derived 
formidable strength and great mobility from its practice of  
providing each soldier with an assistant and several horses…[that] 
led many historians to consider the Nüzhen a nomadic people.” 7 
 
 
2. The Nüzhens Refine the Dual System of Governance 

 
THE SOCIO-MILITARY MENGAN-MOUKE SYSTEM 

A Nüzhen clan usually formed a village or walled town 
under a hereditary headman called Bojin (po-chi-lieh 孛菫/孛極烈). 

安..首領而部伍其人...大定[1161]之初
散契丹隷諸猛安謀克 至三年 詔河
北山東等路所…以驅丁 充阿里喜…

是時…猛安二百二 謀克千八百七十
八 戶六十一萬五千六百二十四…; 
至章宗明昌[1190-6]間 欲國人兼知文
武 令猛安謀克擧進士 試以策論及
射…泰和[1201-8]間 又制武擧...所謂
渤海軍 則渤海八猛安之兵也 所謂
奚軍者…所謂鎭防軍 則諸軍中取以
更代戌邊者也…諸路所募射糧軍..雜 

役者也…軍帥之上置萬戶 萬戶之上
置都統..亦稱軍帥爲猛安…天德三年
[1151]…罷萬戶之官…大定二十八年
[1188]...馬至四十七萬 牛十三萬 

Crossley (1997:26-9) states: the Mouke 

was “the fundamental organizational  

unit” of Jin society. Each hereditary 

headman (Bojin) became the captain 

over the Mouke which constituted the 

“basic unit in the imperial armies of the 

Jin.” Rather than designating blood 

relationships, Mouke may have implied 

“living together” in a village, or “moving 

together” to herd and hunt animals, or 

to make war together as “extended 

lineage groups,” in spite of the fact that 

they had observed the rule of exogamy. 

Individuals began to adopt their Mouke 

names as surnames, transforming the 

Mouke [Mou-k’o] into a lineage concept 

of ancestral affiliation. Rewards, 

promotions, and land grants went to the 

Mouke as a group. Mote (1999: 218) 

states: the Mengan-Mouke system 

“guaranteed recruitment as well 

as support for the fighting forces and 

united military obligations with civil  

governing.” See also Franke (1994: 

273-7) for the Jin military organization. 
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9 According to Hsiao (1978: 9), four or 

five “ families were grouped together to 

provide one regular (正軍) and one 

auxiliary soldier (貼軍).” See also 

Franke (1994: 273, 274).  

 
10 Franke and Twitchett (1994: 23) note 

that “the imperial guards and, above all, 

the personal regiments (Mouke) of the 

emperor and of the princes functioned 

to some extent like the Liao ordo,” 

including a great number of slaves. 

  
11 See Franke (1994: 276). Franke and 

Chan (1997: 142) note that “the name 

for a myriarch is given as t’e-mu [忒母] 

… Manchu tumen, Mongol tümen.” 

 
12 According to Franke (1994: 274), the 

Nüzhens absorbed the conquered 

tribes, including the Qidans, as new 

Mengan and Mouke units under the 

command of their own chieftains. 

Hereditary office was a considerable 

inducement for the surrendered tribal 

leaders to join the Mengan-Mouke 

system with their subordinates. 

 

金史 卷二 本紀 第二 太祖 天輔三
年 [1119] 遼人…各率衆來降 命各
以所部爲謀克 

 
13 Mote (1999: 224) states: “[E]stimates 

of the total military population of the 

mengan units that were moved into 

China… are in the neighborhood of 3 

million persons. Many of the individuals 

in those units were captives and slaves  

… Nüzhens thus probably numbered  

half of the 3 million total figure.”  

Lineages, forming villages or walled towns, were the basic 
organizational units. Large-scale tribal hunting by encirclement 
(called tawei 打圍) provided the training for military maneuvers. 

The entire Nüzhen population was “formally” organized by 
Aguda (in 1114) into the socio-military Mengan-Mouke (猛安-謀克) 
system with assigned land for farming. 8  

A Mouke was the basic socio-military unit, normally 
consisting of  300 households and providing 100 regular and 100 
auxiliary soldiers in time of  war. Soldiers would bring their own 
supplies and weapons, and for each soldier there was an assistant 
called a-li-xi (阿里喜). All able-bodied males in a household served 
as soldiers, and male slaves served as auxiliary soldiers.  A Mengan 
(Manchu minggan, Mongol mingan) was composed of  seven to ten 
Mouke (Manchu mukūn, implying clan, herd, or extended family). 9 
Hsiao (1978: 8-9) states that the tribal “families were permanently 
grouped together under their hereditary commanders,” and they 
were “expected to be self-supporting by combining the functions 
of  fighting and farming.”10 A Nüzhen chieftain could mobilize the 
mounted warriors from Bojin under his control. In war, the Bojin 
himself  became a head of  a hundred men (Mouke), or a head of  a 
thousand men (Mengan). When the Wanyan clan came to control 
all the Nüzhen tribes, the Bojin became the hereditary military 
officers. Modeled on the Liao military hierarchy, several Mengan 
formed a Wanhu (萬戶 ten thousand households) and, in times if  
war, the office of  chief  commander (都統) was activated. 11 

There were also various tribal units, but, as Hsiao (1978: 
8) explains it, “the core of  Jin military power was the Mengan-
Mouke, a basically decimal and hereditary military system that 
originated in Nüzhen society in predynastic days. … Although 
many Qidan, Bohai, and Northern Chinese were absorbed into 
the organization during the process of  empire-building by the Jin, 
the Nüzhen remained at the core. And in spite of  the adoption of  
the Chinese political system after North China had been 
conquered, the Mengan-Mouke remained the organization that 
covered the conquering and military sector of  the society.” 12 

Tao (1976: 27) states that the Mengan-Mouke system, “like 
the Eight Banners system of  the Qing dynasty, was not only a 
military but a socio-cultural institution. The army units in both the 
Jin and the Qing were also the basic units of  their tribal society. 
The settling of  these units at strategic places with the additional 
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task of  cultivating land was a practice of  both the Nüzhen and the 
Manchus. … Politically the Mengan and Mouke were local 
officials… Militarily the Mengan and Mouke functioned as police, 
garrisoning strategic posts and watching over conquered peoples 
in their domain.”  

The Jin rulers settled large detachments of  Mengan 
troops in extensive military colonies throughout the conquered 
parts of  North China to perform garrison duties, appropriating 
Chinese farmlands and greatly increasing the number of  slaves. 13 
Many Nüzhens, however, had remained in Manchuria during the 
Jin period, and continued to live in the old traditional manner. 
When the Nüzhens were settled in North China to perform 
garrison duties, they still had their traditional walled towns and 
headmen. The Nüzhens were kept separate from the Chinese 
population. Many features of  the Liao military system, Hsiao 
(1978: 9) states, were “adopted with some modifications by the 
Yuan successors.” The Mengan-Mouke system was maintained by 
the Mongol Yuan in the form of  Qianhu (千戶) and Baihu (百戶), 
and the origin of  the remarkable regimentation of  the population 
under the Mongols could be traced to the Jin period. 14  

The Nüzhens sustained their troops in North China by 
making themselves part-time farmers, but most of  their revenues 
were taxes collected from the Han Chinese peasants. There was 
virtually no intermarriage between the conquerors and the 
conquered. 15 According to the 1183 census, the whole Mengan-
Mouke population amounted to 6.16 million, living in 0.62 million 
households. The number of Mengan was 202, and that of  Mouke 
1,878. Until the end of  the Jin dynasty, The Mengan-Mouke system 
remained the basic organization of  the military machine.16  

Jin also mobilized the Han Chinese militia to provide 
auxiliary services when waging a campaign. According to Franke 
and Twitchett (1994: 13), Emperor Hailing (r.1149-61) had 
mobilized 120,000 Mengan-Mouke men and 150,000 Han Chinese 
militia (plus 30,000 sailors for warfare on the waterways and lakes) 
for a campaign against the Song in 1159-60. 
 

TRIBAL ARMY AND CHINESE-STYLE BUREAUCRACY 

The Nüzhen Jin had inherited the dual administrative 
structure of  the Qidan Liao dynasty, maintaing the Qidan prefects 
and counties almost intact. Since all of  the Nüzhen tribes were 

14 See Tao (1976: 115-6). 

15 See Tao (1976: 29 and 47).  
 

16 Franke (1994: 276) According to Tao 

(1976: 51), the population of North 

China amounted to 48.5 million in 1195, 

while the total population of Nüzhens in 

1182 amounted to about 6.2 million. A 

little less than one-third of the Nüzhens 

were still living in Manchuria. According 

to Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 115), 

the Qidans remaining from the Liao 

dynasty were about 4 million, and the 

Han Chinese subjects about 35 million. 

  
17 金史 卷三 本紀第三 太祖 天會
五年[1127] 八月 詔河北河東郡縣職
員多闕 宜開貢擧取士 以安新民 其
南北進士 各以所業試之   
天會八年[1130] 十月 詔遼宋官上本
國誥命 等第換授 
天會十年[1132] 正月 詔曰昔遼人分
士庶之族 賦役皆有等差 其悉均之 
天眷元年[1138] 五月 詔以經義 詞
賦兩科取士 

See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 462). 

 
18 “Some critics charged,” Mote (1999: 

242) notes, that the examination had 

fostered “only superficial command of 

solid Chinese classical studies and 

historically informed statecraft.” 

Franke (1972: 8) states that, under the 

“Liao, Jin, and Yuan dynasties, the 

examination system operated…only 

with regard to the Chinese officials; and 

since most of the major positions were 

filled with non-Chinese recruited in 

another way, the examination system 
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 played only a minor role in the whole 

official administration.”  

金史 卷五十一 志第三十二 選擧一 
金設科皆因遼宋制… 世宗大定十一
年[1171]創設女直進士科…所謂策論
進士也… 凡諸進士擧人 由鄕至府 
由府至省 及殿庭 凡四試…則官之 
 

19 Tao (1976: 55-6) 

Mote (1999: 276) notes that in 1213, 

“9,000 qualified candidates [who had 

passed the local exams] sat for the 

examinations at the capital, and [only 

about] 800 were granted the degree.” 

 
20 “Only 26 out of 208 high-ranking 

Nüzhen officials were Jinshi degree 

holders. For them…group privileges 

and hereditary privileges remained the 

chief means of entering and rising in 

the hierarchy (ibid: 272).”  

“In 1193, there were 11,499 officials, of 

whom 4,705 were Nüzhens and 6,794 

[59%] were Chinese (ibid: 270).” 

 
21 Tao (1976: 58) The examination 

system, Mote (1999: 272) states, 

“supplied the government’s staffing 

need only at the lower levels… Chinese 

understood that their careers would be 

limited to the lower ranks of office.” 

 
22 Franke and Twitchett (1994: 24) note 

that: “The early Qidans selected their 

leaders at a council of tribal chieftains 

and frequently held such a council  

when planning a campaign. … The  

Nüzhens, too, had the custom before 

campaign of convoking a military 

assembly… By far the most illuminating 

organized into the Mengan-Mouke system, the Jin rulers found it 
unnecessary to set up a separate northern government as did the 
Qidans. They simply filled most high-ranking positions of  the 
central government with the Nüzhen aristocracy, preserving the 
Qidan and Chinese local functionaries to rule the newly acquired 
Liao and Nothern Song territories. The Jin rulers, however, 
eliminated the differentiation in the rates of  taxes and corvée 
obligations between the gentry-scholars and peasants (士庶). 17  

Mote (1999: 275) states that “the Jin allowed easy 
transfter of  Nüzhen officials … from their mengan and mouke 
offices into the higher civil bureaucracy; but that source could not 
satisfy the need for officials in the day-to-day work of  governing 
in the districts and prefectures…or in the central government.”  
Under the Jin, the examination system played a greater role than 
under the Qidan Liao and Mongol Yuan. The earliest 
examinations, held in 1123 and 1124, aimed at recruiting a large 
number of  Han Chinese personnel from landed gentry to rule the 
much expanded territory in North China. According to Tao (1976: 
59), 9,084 persons passed the Jinshi examinations during the 76-
year period of  1123-99, implying 120 persons per annum on 
average. Tao states that most of  the Han Chinese “recruited in the 
early Jin were former Liao officials, who came from the Yan-Yun 
region [燕雲 ex-Liao territories in North China] and Liaodong 
regions.” The examinations for the Han Chinese “from the 
Liaodong and Yan-Yun regions had poetry as their subject 
matter,” while the Han Chinese of  the newly conquered North 
China took the examination on the Confucian classics. 18 Even 
“the quotas were so devised” that the Han Chinese from the 
Liaodong and Yan-Yun regions, “who were trusted by the Nüzhen 
… found it easier to attain positions in the government.” 19 

The highest positions with executive power were of  
course mostly held by the Nüzhens. Until Shizong (r.1161-89) 
established a Nüzhen Jinshi degree in 1173, there had been no 
degree requirement for Nüzhen officials. In order to make the 
Nüzhens (國人) the warriors of  literary-military accomplishments 
(兼知文武), Zhangzong ordered the Mengan-Mouke to take the 
Jinshi examinations on policy essays and marksmanship (策論及射) 
sometime between 1190-5. The Nüzhens, however, Franke (1994: 
270-3) states, “as a whole continued to advance their careers 
without degree qualifications.” 20 Only 49 Nüzhen officials with 
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the Jinshi qualifications are found in the Dynastic History of  the Jin, 
and only 5 of  them had aristocratic family background. 21 

The Nüzhens, Tao (1976: 117) notes, “suppressed the 
scholar-officials who ventured into opposition, and made others 
obedient instruments of  the highly centralized imperial court.” 

Usually the Wanyan clansmen held all the prominent positions in 
the government, but there were also tribal meetings in which all 
the chieftains could participate in making decisions on important 
matters. 22 Hailing (海陵王/迪古乃 b.1122/r.1149-61), Aguda’s 
grandson, who had killed his stepbrother (熙宗/合刺 Xizong 
r.1135-49), transferred the capital from Shangjing to Yanjing (燕京
/中都) in April 1151, and firmly established a despotism by 1156 
without the Chinese-style checks and balances in order to curb the 
power of  the traditional aristocracy. He abolished most of  the 
hereditary officials who inherited their officies automatically and 
could not be dismissed by the emperor.23 

Franke and Twitchett (1994: 29-30) note that, under all 
the conquest dynasties, “officials of  all ranks could be punished 
with beatings (杖) … Such corporal punishment…had been 
common under Sui Wendi…[and] had sometimes been carried out 
under the Tang… By contrast the Song adhered…to the age-old 
[Han Chinese] principle according to which corporal punishments 
did not extend to the gentry… The flogging of  officials, 
particularly beatings administered to ministers … negated the 
fundamental social and legal barriers that had strictly separated the 
members of  the bureaucracy and the masses of  commoners in 
traditional China.” According to the Zizhi Tongjian, Sui Wendi had 
personally administered beatings with a stick, often as many as 
four times a day and in open court, to all manner of  offenders. 24 

The Nüzhens attained high-ranking government posts 
through, as Tao (1975: 61) notes, “hereditary selection, and 
transfer from the military service,” and less important positions 
through the Nüzhen Jinshi examinations.25 The Nüzhens did not 
have to pass the difficult Confucian examinations; their Jinshi tests 
were simpler and partly military in character. Furthermore, the 
practice of  transferring meritorious military leaders to the civil 
bureaucracy also favored the Nüzhens in attaining high posts in 
the government, as the military organization remained very much 
a Nüzhen preserve during most of  the dynasty. The practice of  
protection (yin) privilege contributed to the self-perpetuation of  

…examples of joint decision making 

were the Mongols’ diets or tribal 

convocations, the khuriltai. At these 

meetings a new ruler would be elected.” 
 

23 Franke and Twitchett (1994: 25-6) 

Tao (1976: 45) notes: “although in the 

…Song the power of the administrative 

council grew considerably, the very 

existence of [Presidential Council, 

Secretarial Council, and Court Council] 

ensured a relatively enlightened 

despotism. But [Hailing discarded] 

whatever checks and balances existed 

in the Chinese political heritage.” 
 

24 Franke and Chan (1997: 144) note: 

“The Nüzhen custom of inflicting 

corporal punishment also on higher 

officials contrasts strongly with the 

Chinese attitudes …” Tao (1976: 45-6) 

states: “The flogging of officials … was 

much more common among the Qidan 

and Nüzhen… This…was…a deliberate 

means to belittle and humiliate the 

hitherto much respected scholar-

officials in Chinese society, and was 

followed by the Yuan and Ming rulers.” 

 
25 Shizong (1161-89) established the 

Nüzhen Jinshi degree to provide 

increased opportunities for the Nüzhen 

from non-official family background to 

acquire government posts, and this 

policy was imitated by the the Manchus. 

See Tao (1976: 52-8). “Using the 

Nüzhen language and script,” Mote 

(1999: 273) notes, the Nüzhens were 

subject “to much simpler standards,  

and they passed at much higher rates.” 
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26 See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 8), 

Franke (1994: 272), and Tao (1976: 61-

4). Tao (1976: 66) notes: “protection, 

which assumed unusual importance in 

the Liao, manifested itself in all post-

Liao conquest societies… [In] Jin…40 

percent of the officials came from the 

ranks of the protected sons.” 

金史 卷二 本紀 第二 太祖 天輔六
年 [1122] 若能速降…官皆仍舊…有
能率衆歸附者 受之世官…十二月…

上至燕京…遼百官詣軍門叩頭請罪 
七年 新附之民有材能者 可錄用之 
金史 卷三 本紀 第三 太宗 二年… 
諸闕員 可選勳賢有人望者就注擬之 
 

27 According to Franke (1994: 270), 

however, 59 percent (not 40%) of Jin 

officials were Han Chinese as of 1193. 

Tao’s interpretation of the Yuanshi 

records (as 40%) seems to have been 

based on Yao Ts’ung-wu’s article in the 

Bulletin of the College of Arts, National 

Taiwan University, Vol. 11, 1962, p. 21.  

元史 卷一百六十三 列傳 第五十 
張德輝…冀寧交城人…世祖…問曰…
或云 遼以釋廢 金以儒亡 有諸 對
曰 遼事臣未周知 金季乃所親睹 宰
執中雖用一二儒臣 餘皆武弁世爵 
及論軍國大事 又不使預聞 大抵以
儒進者三十之一 國之存亡 自有任
其責者 儒何咎焉 

 

28 Tao (1976: 13). Franke (1994: 313) 

高麗史節要 乙未十年 [1115] 昔我
平州僧今俊 遁入女眞 居阿之古村 
是爲金之先 或曰平州僧今幸之子克
守 初入女眞 
 
29 The Nüzhens had developed effective 

the officials as a class, protecting those who already held office.26  
Tao (1976: 93) states that the Nüzhen aristocrats 

occupied the “most important positions in the government,” and 
“made all the important decisions” while even the Han “Chinese 
prime ministers could not participate in the processes of  decision 
making (ibid: 92).” When Khubilai Khan “asked Zhang Dehui in 
1247 whether the utilization of  Chinese scholar-officials was 
responsible for the fall of  the Jin, Zhang replied that the scholar-
officials constituted less than 40 percent of  the total number of  
officials and were employed as clerks, judges, and accountants, and 
that the Nüzhen military men and aristocrats made all the 
important decisions on state affairs. Therefore the Chinese 
scholars should not bear the responsibility (ibid: 93).” 27 
 Outside the cities that were garrisoned by Nūzhen 
soldiers, the rural Chinese may well have never encountered a 
foreigner. Frank and Twitchett (1994: 35) state: “The lowest 
echelons of  administration that had the most direct contact with 
the ordinary people were more largely staffed by Chinese 
personnel. It was only in the higher political and military offices 
whose activities impinged only indirectly on ordinary people that 
the foreigners were overrepresented.”  

Within a half  century, the Nüzhens transformed their 
rustic tribal society into a dynastic empire that was by no means 
inferior to the traditional Chinese dynasty. Ledyard (1983: 324) 
states: “However ‘barbarous’ were Liao and Jin from a Chinese 
point of  view, their diplomatic and political institutions were of  a 
basically Chinese mold. They founded dynasties, established their 
own calendars, exchanged ambassadors, and followed ceremonial 
and protocol procedures of  acknowledged Chinese origin.” 

 
PATRONAGE OF BUDDHISM BY THE JIN RULERS 

Before the establishment of  the Jin dynasty, the 
Nüzhens had come into contact with Buddhism from Koryeo.  
The Jinshi says that the elder brother of  Hanbu, the founding 
ancestor of  the Wanyan clan, was a Buddhist. According to the 
Essentials of  Koryeo History, Hanbu himself  was a Koryeo monk.28  

Ch’en (1964: 412) observes that Taizong “was credited 
with providing annually for a feast to feed over ten thousand 
monks and nuns, while under…Xizong, over a million monks 
were said to have been ordained.” The Jin emperors such as 
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Hailing and Shizong made huge donations to the clergy and 
temples that set the example of  patronage for the Nüzhen 
aristocracy. The Jin followed the Liao practice of  a strict state 
control of  Buddhism. Franke (1994: 313-4) states that “The Liao 
had forbidden the unauthorized ordination of  monks as early as 
991, and the Jin repeated this prohibition in 1130. Full ordination 
was possible only after the novices had passed an examination. A 
state-controlled hierarchy of  Buddhist monks existed. In case of  
minor offenses, these monk-officials had complete jurisdiction 
over the monks and nuns.” The private foundation of  temples 
without government authorization was prohibited.  

 
 
3. Southward Flight of the Han Chinese Repeated 
 

THE NÜZHENS UNIFY MANCHURIA AND CONQUER NORTH CHINA  
Between 1117 and 1123, the Song rulers negotiated the 

recovery of  their lost territories with the Jin by offering a military 
alliance against the Liao. The Nüzhens, however, did not need the 
assistance of  Song troops to conquer the Liao. After all, the Song 
army failed to capture Yanjing, and the Jin armies instead 
occupied all of  North China by 1127, including the Song capital, 
Kaifeng.29 Zhao Gou (趙構 Gaozong r.1127-62), Huizong’s (徽宗 
r.1100-25) ninth son and the younger brother of  Qinzong (欽宗 
r.1125-6), the last Song emperor, claimed the throne on May 1, 
1127 in the south of  the Yangzi River, with its capital at Lin’an (臨
安 Hangzhou). 30 The Song dynasty prior to 1127 is called 
Northern Song and, thereafter, Southern Song (1127-1279).  

In Chinese history, the year 1127 marks the second time 
(after 317) the Han Chinese were driven out of  the Central Plain. 
In 1142 the Song court agreed to vassalage (臣 chen) and payment 
of  tributes to the Jin. The border between Jin and Southern Song 
was formally settled along the line from the Huai River in the east 
to Tasan Pass, Shaanxi, in the west. 31  

The Southern Song lost control over many regions in the 
south, including Tali and Vietnam long before it was annihilated 
by the Mongols in 1279.32 Being protected, however, by the 
impregnable Long River and horse-repellent rice paddies, the Han 
Chinese could continue to enjoy personally the literary and artistic 
life that became the hallmark of  Southern Song. Lattimore (1944: 

seige machines, including ladders, 

bridges, and catapults, and also 

firearms, including bamboo guns, 

cannons, grenades, and rockets.  

 
30 Mote (1999: 289) says: “The Song 

dynasty escaped extinction in the years 

1126-31 by the narrowest of margins.” 

 
31 金史 卷三 本紀第三 太宗 天會
四年 [1126] 十二月 宋主桓降  

金史 卷四 本紀第四 熙宗 皇統二
年[1142] 二月 歲幣銀絹二十五萬兩,

匹 畵淮爲界 四月…以臣宋告中外 

金史 卷七十七 列傳第十五 宗弼…

皇統二年[1142]二月 宋主遣...曰臣構
言…淮水中流爲界 西有…世世子孫 
謹守臣節...歲貢...般送至泗州交納 
金史 卷六 本紀第六 世宗上 大定
五年[1165]正月 宋…以國書來…稱姪
宋皇帝 稱名再拜奉書于叔大金皇帝 
After the Hailing’s (r.1149-61) abortive 

invasion of Southern Song in 1161 and 

the latter’s own failed counter-invasion 

in 1163, the Nüzhens agreed in 1165, 

Lorge (2005a: 66) notes, to “change the 

relationship between the two emperors 

from ‘ruler-official’ to ‘uncle-nephew.’” 

Hailing had launched an offensive 

across the Huai River with an army 

claimed to be one million strong (more 

like some 240,000 Nüzhen and other 

tribal horsemen, and 270,000 Chinese), 

but “the Nüzhen army was also needed 

in the north to put down the various  

rebellions (ibid: 63).” The Nüzhen 

commanders assassinated Hailing on 

November 27, 1161. The Song army 

crossed the Huai River in 1163, but was

annihilated by the Nüzhen horsemen 
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to be recorded in history as “the Rout of 

the Fuli Expedition (ibid: 65).” See also 

Jagchid and Symons (1989: 134-5) and 

Franke and Twitchett (1994: 19, 224). 

宋史 卷三十三 本紀第三十三 孝宗
一 隆興元年[1163] 正月…張浚…都
督江淮東西路軍馬…四月..議出師渡
淮…五月…渡江…大潰于符離 
 
32 Hsiao (1978: 6-7) notes that the ranks 

of the mercenary army, numbering over 

one million soldiers and costing more 

than 80% of government revenues 

throughout most of the two Song 

dynasties, were mainly filled with 

starving vagabonds and criminals. 

 
33 Wang Anshi (王安石) was born in 

Linchuan (撫州臨川), Jiangxi, South 

China. De Barry and Bloom (1999: 609) 

note that when Shenzong (r.1067-85)  

“asked what Wang Anshi thought of 

the famous founder of the Tang dynasty 

as a model for later rulers,” Wang urged 

him to “take the sage kings Yao and 

Shun” as his standard. Wang applied 

the principle of “equalization… to the 

land tax…which was designed to 

accomplish the same aim as the 

legendary ‘well-field’ system without 

actual redistribution of land …upon 

which…those with less productive land 

paid proportionately less (ibid: 611).”  

Wang’s reforms (during 1069-76 under 

the reign of Shenzong) were directed 

toward the rationalization of state 

finances and material improvements for 

the peasant mass, but his reform was 

dismantled in 1086 by the anti-reform 

clique representing the interests of the 

98) says that in spite of  “their military weakness they kept up a 
high and even luxurious culture in terms of  philosophy, literature, 
and art. Orthodox Chinese history considers that all through this 
period it was the Song who maintained the true line of  Chinese 
dynastic succession.” Kuhn (2009: 279) says that the Song 
“painted what they saw with a new realism freed from the 
phantasmagorial subjects dominating Tang arts.” 

The émigré dynasties below the Yangzi River believed 
that they were the true heirs to the ancient Chinese civilization, 
just like the Byzantines behind the impregnable walls of  
Constantinople never ceased to call themselves Romans, and 
firmly believed that they were the direct inheritors of  Greco-
Roman traditions and the legacy of  the early Roman Empire.  
 
ZHU XI PRESCRIBES ADHERENCE TO CONFUCIAN SOCIAL ORDER  

Wang Anshi (1021-86) of  Northern Song had pursued 
drastic reforms to attack corruption and inequalities, in the words 
of  Fairbank and Goldman (1988: 97), by “limiting land-holding 
and private wealth,” and by a “vigorous state intervention in the 
economy.” 33 Wang Anshi had emerged from a new elite group of  
southern bureaucrats who, emphasizing the practical application 
of  the Confucian classics, challenged their more conservative 
landholding colleagues from the North. Lattimore (1944: 99) says 
that Wang tried to shift “control of  agricultural life and revenue 
from the landlord class to the government, without destroying the 
structure of  the landlord class as such. … What defeated him was 
the fact that too many of  the men who were servants of  the state 
in public life were rent-collecting landlords in private life.” Kuhn 
(2009: 121) records the episode that supposedly had occurred in 
1071: “When Emperor Shenzong remarked that Wang Anshi’s 
New Policies were for the benefit of  the people, not the shidafu, 
his senior stateman, Wen Yanbo, dryly taught the ruler: ‘You 
govern the nation with us, the officials, not with the people.’ ” 

The Neo-Confucianism may be regarded to have 
emerged, after soul-searching self-examination among the literati 
elite, as an alternative to Wang’s radical approach. It may reflect 
the desire to remedy social defects and evils, Lattimore (1944: 99) 
contends, “by improving the honesty of  officials through 
education and training, without removing from them their greatest 
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temptation, which is the autocratic control over the lives and 
fortunes of  tenant peasants that is inherent in the landlord 
system.” The new version of  Confucianism was synthesized by 
Zhu Xi of  Southern Song, and later named Neo-Confucianism by 
the Jesuits. Zhu Xi, in his teens, had been attracted to Chan 
Buddhism, and later brought “self ” into fundamental question. 
Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 98) state: “Like other Song writers,” 
Zhu Xi “decried the value of  Sui-Tang Confucianism” that lacks a 
broad philosophical view of  the universe and the individual’s place 
in it. “The Neo-Confucian effort to up-date the Chinese 
philosophic tradition…by reinterpretation” was, Wright (1957: 39) 
contends, “carefully disguised appropriations from Buddhism.” 

The Sui and Tang rulers had emphasized poetry and the 
ideology of  filial piety in their civil service examinations. Although 
Zhu Xi emphasized filiality, De Barry and Bloom (1999: 749) 
write, he had strong “reservations about the Xiaojing (孝經) as a 
Classic of  Filiality.” In place of  the Five Classics, Zhu Xi selected 
the Four Books as containing the essence of  Confucianism.34 
According to Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 98), Zhu Xi’s 
“cosmology asserted a dualism, that the great immutable 
principles of  form (理 li) give shape to the material stuff  (氣 qi) 
that, when shaped by li, creates existent reality. Behind this duality, 
however, is the Dao (道), the Way, the vast energizing force that 
provides the universe and all things in it. Only through disciplined 
self-cultivation could a man get some understanding of  the Way 
and in pursuit of  it form his character. The Neo-Confucianists of  
Song believed that the true Way for the moral improvement of  
the individual and the world had been set forth by Confucius and 
Mencius… Their aim…was…to ‘repossess the Way.’ In effect Zhu 
Xi found a means of  smuggling a needed element [in the form of  
li and dao] of  Buddhist transcendentalism [that regards reasoning 
as the key to knowledge of  reality] into Confucianism [in which 
the key words had been xiao 孝 and ren 仁]. This new philosophy 
…was promoted by its adherents as a challenge to the court and 
the literati to be less selfish and live up to their Confucian ideals.”  

By late in the Southern Song dynasty (around 1227-41), 
the Four Books with Zhu Xi’s commentaries became the basic texts 
of  the Confucian school. These texts provided the orthodox 
uniformity of  Confucianism for the examinations in the Yuan, 

landed-gentry. Wang’s idealistic reforms 

were denigrated until the 20th century. 

 
34 The Five Classics are Classic of 

Changes (周易/易經 Yijing), Classic 

of History (書經 Shujing), Classic of 

Poetry (詩經 Shijing), Record of Rites 

(禮記 Liji), and Spring and Autumn 

Annals (春秋 Chunqiu). The Four 

Books are Confucius’ Analects (論語 

Lunyu); Mencius (孟子); the Doctrine of 

the Mean (中庸 Zhongyong); and the 

Great Learning (大學 Daxue). 

35 See Franke (1972: 13), Elman (2000: 

4), and Kuhn (2009: 99-106). 
 

36 The teaching by Cheng Yi and Cheng 

Hao brothers was, however, open to 

various interpretations. Zhu Xi’s 

teaching, furthermore, tended to foster 

righteous morality over practical 

knowledge, promoting fruitless factional 

infighting among scholar-officals. Wang 

Yangming (王陽明1472-1529) pursued 

the idea of Zhu Xi’s contemporary, Lu  

Jiuyuan (陸九淵), and propagated, à la 

Buddhist enlightenment, a more 

contemplative approach (of intuition 

and meditation) to moral training and 

self-cultivation. According to De Bary 

and Bloom (1999: 856), Wang believed 

that “if one clearly perceives one’s own 

innate knowing [mind], then one 

recognizes that the signs of sagehood 

…exist in…oneself.… Wang’s 

confidence in … one’s own mind as the 

ultimate authority rests … on his faith” 

in the fundamental rationality of man. 

The rulers, especially those of a 
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conquest dynasty, became wary of 

possible disruption of the established 

social order, and began to crack down 

on Wang’s adherents. The Qing rulers 

decried Wang’s idea as too abstract, 

too individualistic, and passive. See 

also De Bary and Bloom (1999: 857; 

699, 720), Fairbank and Goldman 

(1998: 140), and Franke (1972: 19). 

 
37 Ho (1998: 143) quotes the statement 

made by the Qing emperor Yongzheng: 

“Do they know that…the one who 

benefits the most [from the teachings of 

Confucius] is the ruler himself?”   

38 Franke (1972: 6-7) states that “to 

study, to get the metropolitan degree, to 

become offical, to become wealthy” 

became a common saying. The 

selection process, Elman (2000: xxix) 

writes, “permitted some circulation of 

elites....but the educational curriculum 

[classical literacy] and its formidable 

linguistic requirements effectively 

eliminated the lower class from the 

selection process.” There were no 

public schools for Confucian education 

in Ming-Qing China. In dynastic 

schools, “individual preparation for 

future examinations” had long since 

displaced actual instruction (ibid: xxx).  

 
39 See Franke and Twitchett (1994: 40), 

Crossley (1997: 21), and Fairbank and 

Goldman (1992: 115). Eberhard (1965: 

135) states: “From about 500 CE on, 

first the Tu-que, then others, developed 

their own systems of writing…so that  

they could govern without Chinese  

Ming and Qing dynasties, leaving no room for active and original 
individual thinking. 35 The role of  the county magistrates and 
prefects in Ming-Qing local governance was essentially the 
collection of  taxes and court litigation [penal judgments], Elman 
(2000: xxvii) writes, “which suggests…that the classical training 
they received and were tested on to become officials had little 
relevance for the execution of  their actual duties.” 36  

Zhu Xi, however, prescribed that the sole means of  
realizing the True Way (and achieving the proper relation of  self to 
society) was to follow the Confucian order of  society, with an 
autocrat at its apex. Neo-Confucianism, in the words of  Wright 
(1968: 39), “develops the concept of  loyalty from what it was —a 
relationship ultimately determined by the conscience of  the 
subject— into what it became —imperative to unquestioning and 
total subordination to any ruler, however idiotic or amoral he 
might be. The new Confucianism was more totalitarian in intent 
than the old one had been.” The rulers of  mainland China have 
ever since vigorously indoctrinated the population with the Zhu 
Xi’s Confucian ideology as an effective means of  governance. 37  
 
CONFUCIAN BUREAUCRACY AND MERCENARY ARMY IN SONG 

The officialdom dominated by the hereditary Xinabei 
aristocracy in the conquest dynasties was replaced by that of  the 
Confucian scholar-officials in the Han Chinese Song dynasty. The 
examination entry replaced the aristocracy with a meritocracy.38  

Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 94-5) say that “becoming 
classically educated and taking the examinations had become a 
certification of  social status, whether or not one passed and 
whether or not one became an official [although] the yin privilege 
by which higher officials could nominate their offspring as 
candidates for appointment still operated to make official class 
partly self-perpetuating.”  

After the complete collapse of  the Equal Field system by 
749, the polarization of  land ownership removed the foundation 
of  the fubing system. The governments of  late Tang and Song had 
to depend upon a full-fledged mercenary army, a situation that did 
not guarantee a high degree of  professionalism. The Song rulers 
absorbed “unruly elements into the army in order to reduce the 
possibility of  internal disobedience and uprisings. As a result, 
Hsiao (1978: 6-7) writes, the ranks of  the Song army were mainly 
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filled with starving vagabonds, idlers, and criminals,” and the 
“poor training and idleness created an inefficient army” that was 
despised as an “undisciplined, parasitic army.” In the 1060s, it cost 
more than 80 percent of  the Song government revenues to 
support the mercenary army. Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 109) 
say that the “civilian domination of  the military,” as part of  the 
ruling elite’s control of  the state, “left the state militarily weak.”  
  
 
4. The Myth of Assimilation 
 
NÜZHENS ALSO TRIED TO MAINTAIN THEIR ETHNIC IDENTITY  

When the Nüzhen conquered the Liao, they inherited 
the manageable population of  Han Chinese, but when they took 
over the whole of  North China from Song, they found almost 40 
million Han Chinese under their rule. Like the Qidan, the 
Nüzhens also tried to maintain their ethnic identity, prohibiting 
marriage with the Han Chinese and setting up Nüzhen language 
schools.39  
 Franke and Twitchett (1994: 31-2) say that, unlike the 
earlier conquerors “like the Xianbei or Tuoba, who never had a 
script of  their own, each of  the alien rulers between the tenth and 
fourteens centuries ordered the creation of  national script. … The 
Qidans introduced in 920 the so-called large Qidan script and in 
925 the small script that seems to have been syllabic… The 
Nüzhens, as well, developed two scripts, also called large and 
small. … The Mongols…used the alphabetic script of  the 
Uighurs … This is still today the official script … in the Inner 
Mongolian Autonomous Region.” 40 

Shizong (世宗/烏祿 b.1123/r.1161-89), a cousin of  
Hailing who had been murdered by the insurgent troops on 
November 27, 1161, was a grandson of  Aguda and a son of  a 
Parhae woman (遼陽人) whose clan helped Shizong in his rise to 
power.41 Shizong opposed ethnic integration; tried to make 
hunting popular among the Nüzhens; instituted a program to train 
Nüzhen elites in warfare and hunting; compelled aristocrats to set 
up camp in Inner Mongolia or Manchuria to toughen them up by 
experiencing a harsher life and to develop their skills in riding and 
shooting; practiced Nüzhen rituals; offered the Nüzhen Jinshi 
examinations in the Nüzhen language in 1173; forbade the 

clerks. From then on, most conquerors 

developed their own scripts, which 

usually remained unknown to the 

Chinese…preventing leaks of 

government secrets.” Aguda ordered 

Xiyin to create the (large) script in 1119. 

The small script was created in 1138. 

 
40 The alphabetic script of the Uighurs 

was devised by the Tibetan Phags-pa 

Lama (1235-80) and was declared to 

be the national script of Yuan in 1269. 
 

41 Hailing’s mother had the surname 

Tae (大). The descentants of old 

Parhae-Koguryeo people, such as 

Zhang Hao, seem to have played an 

important role in the early days of the 

Jin dynasty and also in making Hailing 

and Shizong emperors. 

金史 卷八十三 列傳第二十一 張浩 
遼陽渤海人 本姓高 東明王之後…

浩以策于太祖 天會八年[1130] 賜進
士及第…初定朝儀…海陵召爲戶部
尙書...貞元元年[1153] 定都燕京…拜
尙書右丞相兼侍中…世宗卽位...曰...

卿…當戮力贊治…俄拜太師尙書令 
Franke and Chan (1997: 170) note: “the 

Tae (大) family was the royal clan of the 

Po-hai kingdom, and their descendants 

continued to play a political also after 

the foundation of the Jin dynasty.” 

 
42 Shizong discouraged fraternizing 

between the Nüzhen garrison families 

and Chinese peasants by making them 

live in groups. In 1187, Shizong ordered 

the punishment of all Nüzhens who 

adopted Chinese surnames, and  

reprimanded Nüzhen officials who 
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bowed in Chinese fashion. The Jin 

empress was always chosen from a 

small number of consort families, all of 

whom could claim Nüzhen nationality. 

See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 8).  

 
43 金史 卷八 本紀第八 世宗下 大
定二十三年[1183] 九月 譯經所進所
譯 二十六年 三月 制猛安謀克克皆
先讀女直字經史然後承襲 二十七年 
十二月 禁女直人不得改稱漢姓 學 
南人衣裝 二十八年 命建女直大學  

Mote (1999: 239) states: “a great effort 

also was made to restore the old 

communal ways of cooperative 

planting, plowing, and harvesting, in the 

hope of thereby regaining social 

cohesiveness and shielding ordinary 

Nüzhens from the intrusive influences 

of Chinese rural society all about them.” 

See also Tao (1976: 69, 71, 76-8, 85).  

 
44 In fact, as early as in 1126, the 

Nüzhen rulers had ordered all the Han 

Chinese to shave the hair on the front 

of the head. This order was apparently 

not implemented but this, Mote (1999: 

228) notes, “prefigures the action of 

descendants of the Nüzhens, the 

Manchus,” who forced the Chinese, 

“with intimidating massacres of whole 

towns,” to have forehead-shaving. 

  
45 See Tao (1976: 116-7). 

 
46 Tao (1976: 92-94) admits that the 

last Jin ruler, Aizong (哀宗), was  

not a bad ruler. He made every effort  

to reconstruct the state and fought to  

the last breath, committing suicide in 

imperial guards to speak Chinese in 1174; ordered translation of  
the Chinese classics in 1183 so that the Mengan and Mouke could 
read Classics in Nüzhen language before inheriting their positions 
after 1186; prohibited the Nüzhen to wear Chinese clothes in 
1187; and set up the Nüzhen Imperial Academy at the capital and 
local schools in all the routes (lu) in 1188 in order to promote 
Nüzhen learning.42 Zhangzong (章宗/麻達葛 b.1168/r.1189-
1208), a grandson of  Shizong, also encouraged use of  the Nüzhen 
language; forbade the wearing of  Chinese clothes; practiced 
Nüzhen rituals; and ordered the Mengan and Mouke who wanted to 
take the Jinshi examination to take the test on archery.43  

The Shizong’s “experiment, which was not a success, was 
considered both a model and a warning by the Manchu emperors 
who later ruled China,” notes Crossley (1997: 23). According to 
Elliott (2001: 276-7), Huang’taiji, Qing Taizong, had instructed his 
princely audience: “it [is] feared that [Nüzhen] children and 
grandchildren would enter the Chinese way. Over and over 
[Shizong of  Jin] repeated: ‘Do not neglect the old ways of  the 
ancestors. Wear Nüzhen clothing. Learn the Nüzhen language. 
Practice archery and horsemanship every day.’ … By the time of  
Aizong [r.1223-33], the [Nüzhen] Way was destroyed. The [Jin] 
dynasty had been wiped out.” 44 

In order to preserve their ethnic and cultural identity, the 
Mongols and the Manchus devised various measures to prevent 
the corrosive effect of  sinicization on their tribesmen. An 
important measure was the retention of  reservoirs of  their own 
cultures in their homeland, in Mongolia and Manchuria 
respectively, which were closed to Chinese immigrants and hence 
protected from the penetration of  the Chinese culture. 45  

Tao (1976: 92-93) contends that the collapse of  the Jin 
dynasty was due to the rulers’ inability to achieve complete 
Sinicization, and that the alien dynasties that adopted Chinese 
institutions more thoroughly were able to enjoy longer rule in 
China than those that did not. According to Tao (ibid: 111), “the 
Mongols refused to accept the Chinese way of  life, and this is 
probably one of  the reasons they did not maintain their power in 
China very long. … [T]he Manchus ruled the Chinese much 
longer, but only after they adopted the Chinese culture and 
achieved a Sino-Manchu synthesis.”46 Tao might be reflecting the 
PRC doctrine when he claims that “When the Chinese believed in 
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their ability to assimilate barbarian elements, they accepted alien 
rule time and again. The Nüzhen and Manchus eventually did 
transform themselves into Chinese, and after their dynasties 
vanished they ceased to be a distinguishable ethnic and cultural 
group in China.” 

And yet, even Tao (1991) proposes the thesis that the 
alien conquest dynasties “such as the Tuoba Northern Wei and 
the Northern Zhou left important traces on the fubing militia 
institution, the equal field system, and Tang bureaucracy (ibid: 
121);” and furthermore, that it was “the influence of  Nüzhen 
rule” in North China that brought forth a similar evolution 
toward “centralized despotism” in Southern Song (and later also 
in Ming): “the three-council system in the south underwent a 
similar simplifying reconstitution in which the administrative 
organ began to monopolize state power and the emperor played a 
more important role in decision-making (ibid: 130).” 47    

The core tasks of  the Sinocentric historians have been, 
first, to present the Sui-Tang dynasties as the paragon of  the Han 
Chinese dynasties; second, to present the Northern and Southern 
Song dynasties as honorable successors to the “Han Chinese Sui-
Tang” dynasties; and third to propagate the (logically inconsistent) 
myth of  assimilation for every one of  the conquest dynasties. 
Thus Franke and Twitchett (1994: 2) declare that “the Nüzhen … 
soon became essentially a Chinese dynasty.”  
 

THE NÜZHENS ALSO FAIL TO CO-OPT THE QIDANS 

Under the Jin, Franke (1994: 281, 293) says, “the Qidan 
people remained much more of  a close ethnic entity [that] can be 
attributed to the remote and marginal areas in which they lived, 
where they could maintain their traditional tribal way of  life. … 
The Qidan rebellion of  1160-2 reduced the herds of  Jin to near 
extinction.”48 When the Mongol army temporarily seized the 
eastern capital of  Jin (Liaoyang) in 1212, the Qidans rebelled 
against the Nüzhens. The Qidans, according to Allsen (1994: 
352), “had been unwilling subjects of  the Jin state … Dongjing 
was again occupied [by the Mongols] in 1215 and subsequently 
became the main base for the Qidan rebel leader…who now 
formally acknowledged Mongolian suzerainty.”49  

In face of  the Mongol invasions, Xuanzong (r.1213-23) 
moved his capital to Keifeng in 1214. According to Hsiao (1978: 

the besieged Caizhou (蔡州). The 

Nüzhens lost Yanjing in 1215, but 

continued to fight against the Mongols 

for another twenty years until 1234 -- 

one year after they lost the new capital 

Bianjing. The Jin armies, Mote (1999: 

248) states, “mostly stood their ground 

and fought to the death against a 

fearsome enemy. …The last remnant 

… perished with honor.” The Mongol 

power was simply too great to resist. 

 
47 The “preoccupation with self 

defence and survival…entailed the 

rise of…centralized control (ibid).” 

 
48 Mote (1999: 237) states: “In 

retaliation the Qidan population was 

subjected to rigorous suppression… 

and forced to surrender horses, so 

that…they had to take up agriculture 

to survive. In the history of the Qidan 

people this became an era of grim 

suffering and humiliation.”  

 
49 Franke (1994: 241 and 244) states: 

Hailing’s (r.1149-61) “ruthless action 

[in 1161] aggravated the unrest among 

the Qidans … The Qidans…refused to 

mobilize for war against Song and had 

taken up arms againt their Nüzhen 

overlords. The center of the rebellion 

was … the region near the modern 

Great Wall. … Shizong (r.1161-89) … 

was able to defeat the rebellious 

forces in…1162. … The existing Qidan 

military units were disbanded … Only 

those Qidan leaders who had 

remained loyal were allowed to keep 

their former ranks.” 
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50 See Allsen (1994: 352, 358). 

 
51 See Tao (1976: 15). 

高麗史 世家第二 定宗三年 [948] 
東女眞大匡蘇無盖等來 獻馬七百匹
及方物 世家第三 成宗十二年 [993] 

西北界女眞報契丹謀擧兵來侵 世家
第四 顯宗元年 [1010] 十月...以...康
兆...率兵三十萬軍于通州以備契丹...

契丹主 自將步騎四十萬渡鴨綠江 
 

52 金史 卷一 本紀 第一 世紀 景祖 
諱烏古迺...自始祖至此巳六世...遼主 
...以爲生女直部族節度使…舊無鐵…

呼節度使爲太師…自景祖...皆有是稱
穆宗…募軍得甲千餘 女直甲兵之數
始見于此..金人自此知遼兵之易與也 

 
高麗史 世家第十一 肅宗七年[1102] 
東女眞酋長盈歌遣使來朝..金之穆宗 
八年 東女眞將軍高夫老等…來獻馬 
..曰女眞居黑水者部族日强兵益精悍 
王乃始通使自是來往不阻 盈歌旣破
蕭海里…遣其族弟斜葛報聘 世家第
十二 睿宗三年[1108] 尹瓘以平定女
眞新築六城…築三城...以實新築九城 
世家第十三 睿宗四年 東蕃使..曰昔
我太師盈歌嘗言我祖宗出自大邦至
于子孫義合歸附 今太師烏雅束亦以
大邦爲父母之國..請舊地若還許九城 
 

53 Rogers (1983: 159) states: “Jin and 

Koryeo had one important thing in 

common: the founders of both states 

claimed for their efforts the auspices of 

ancient Koguryeo.”  

 
54 高麗史節要 乙未十年[1115] 生女 
眞完顔阿骨打 稱皇帝 更名旻國號 
金…諸部落無城郭 分居山野 無文 

12), “the Mongols’ seizure of  the Jin capital, Zhongdu (中都), in 
1215 relied as much on the Qidan troops known as the Jiu (乣) 
army, which had recently defected from the Jin side, as upon the 
Mongolian troops.” When the Mongol army mounted campaigns 
against the new Jin capital, Kaifeng (that fell to the Mongols in 
1233), many Qidan commanders came over with their units intact 
and participated in operations against the Jin.50 Apparently, the 
Nüzhens could not successfully co-opt the Qidan-Xianbei people 
into their ranks after the fall of  the Liao dynasty.  
 
 
5. Koryeo Survives with the “Respect the Stronger” Strategy 

 
KORYEO AND JIN BOTH CLAIM THE SUCCESSOR TO KOGURYEO  

In 948, a Nüzhen chieftain sent 700 horses, together 
with other native products, to Koryeo, marking the beginning of  
relations between the two peoples in the tenth century. In 993, the 
Nüzhens informed the Koryeo of  the Liao’s plan of  invasion. 
And yet, when the Liao was to invade Koryeo in 1010, the 
Nüzhens came to the aid of  the Qidan with 10,000 horses.51 

Tao (1976: 16-8) states that “it is safe to assume that 
Hanbu (Shizu 始祖) moved from Koryeo to Manchuria in the 
early to middle tenth century and settled in the Mudan River 
region. After four ‘generations’ Suiko (綏可/獻祖 Xianzu) moved 
to the banks of  the Haigu River, near the present Ashi River … 
and the Liao government appointed Shilu (石魯/昭祖 Zhaozu) as 
a Liao official. … [A]ll the neighboring clans and Wanyan lineages 
obeyed Wukunai [烏古迺 1021-74] making the Nüzhen the most 
powerful tribe in the middle Songhua region and the Wanyan men 
firmly established in its central leadership. …Yingko [Muzong 
b.1053/r.1094-1103]...stopped the sending of  horses as tribute 
to…Liao and Koryeo…Yingko’s ambition…engendered a clash 
… Under the leadership of  Wuyashu (烏雅束 r.1103-13) the 
Nüzhen defeated Koryeo several times, forcing peace in 1113. 
Having eliminated the danger of  fighting on two fronts, the 
Nüzhen turned their attention to Qidan borders.” 52  

The founders of  both the Koryeo and Jin dynasties, in 
quest for their origins, claimed to be the successor to ancient 
Koguryeo: the former by naming his new state Koreyo, a 
shortened form of  Koguryeo, though its rule barely extended to 
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the Yalu River; and the latter, facing up to Wang Keon’s prior 
claim despite having occupied vast Manchurian domains, by 
propagating the idea that the founder originally came from the 
land of  the old Koguryeo. Parhae had referred to itself  as 
Koguryeo (written Koryeo in the Kojiki, Nihongi and Shoku-
Nihongi) in official communications with the Yamato Kingdom, 
and the state-founding ideology of  the ruling Wanyan clan was to 
perceive the wild Nüzhens as the remnant people of  Parhae with 
Koguryeo ancestry. 53  

The Jinshi states, at the very beginning, that the founder 
of  Jin (implying the ancestor of  the Wanyan clan, Hanbu) had 
originally come from Koryeo. 54 Franke (1994: 219) assumes that 
Hanbu had lived c.900. The “Koryeo” in the record of  the Jinshi 
could therefore refer either to the Wang Keon’s Koryeo (918-
1392), or the old Koguryeo land, or the Later Koguryeo (901-18). 
The Koryeo court apparently understood it to mean Wang Keon’s 
Koryeo, while the Emperor Qianlong of  Qing read it Koguryeo 
(or the old Koguryeo land) and understood it as a misprint for 
Silla (57 BCE-935 CE). 55 If  we take Franke’s idea on the timing 
of  Hanbu’s existence, the “Koryeo” may well have referred to the 
“old Koguryeo land.” Tao (1976: 16), however, contends that 
“Hanbu came from Korea, which was Koryeo, not Koguryeo (37 
BCE-668 CE), for there were only four ‘generations’ between 
Hanbu and Wukunai [1021-74].” In the Essentials of Koryeo History, 
the founder of  the Jin dynasty is said to be a native of  the Pyung-
san area of  Hwang-hae province in Koryeo, and the records seem 
to be more consistent with Tao’s idea.  

 
KORYEO MAINTAINS THE “RESPECT THE STRONGER” STRATEGY 

In 1117, Aguda demanded the Koryeo court to establish 
an Elder-Brother-Younger-Brother relationship. The demand was 
ignored. The Jin rulers had openly declared that their progenitor 
was a Koryeo person, and therefore they revered Koryeo as the 
land of  their parents. Capturing the last Liao emperor in February 
1125, however, Wuchimai (Taizong r.1123-35) demanded (in May, 
1125) that the Koryeo court enter into a suzerain-subject 
relationship. The Koryeo rulers had avoided being drawn into the 
conflicts among the Liao, Song, and Jin, but by the time the 
Nüzhens laid siege to the Song capital of  Kaifeng (in January 
1126), they clearly recognized that they had no alternative but to 

字…馬多駿 其人鷙勇 爲兒能引弓 
射鳥鼠 及壯無不空弦 走馬習戰爲 
勁兵 諸部各相雄長 莫能統一其地..

每來朝以麩金貂皮良馬爲贄…或曰 
昔我平州僧今俊 遁入女眞 居阿之 
古村 是爲金之先 或曰 平州僧今 
幸之子克守 初入女眞 居阿之古村..

娶女眞女 生子曰[烏魯-德帝,斡魯] 
 
高麗史 世家第十四 睿宗十年[1115] 

或曰 平州僧金幸之子克守  初入女
眞阿之古村 娶女眞女 生子曰..古乙 
..活羅…劾里鉢盈歌…烏雅束阿骨打 
 
55 欽定滿洲源流考  
卷七 部族 完顔 五代 金史世紀 
金之先出靺鞨氏古肅愼地也..金之始
祖 初從高麗來 按通考及大金國志
云 本自新羅來 姓完顔氏 考新羅與
高麗舊地相錯 遼金史中往往 二國
互稱不爲分別 以史傳按之 新羅王
金姓 相傳數十世 則金之自新羅來 
無疑建國之名 亦應取此 金史地理
誌 乃云以國有金水源爲名 史家附
會之詞未足憑耳  居完顔部  
卷七 部族 完顔 遼 祥符三年 契丹
征高麗道由女眞 女眞復與高麗合兵
拒之 契丹大敗而還 自天聖後屬契
丹世襲節度使兄弟相傳 其帥本新羅
人 號完顔氏 女眞服其練事以首領
推之自哈富…哈富生…生…次太祖次
太宗…國號大金 
卷七 部族 元…金始祖 本從新羅來 
號完顔氏 所部稱完顔部 新羅王金
姓則金之遠派出 
 

The Chronicle of Great Jin states that 

the founder of the Jin dynasty, though 

recorded to have come from Koguryeo 

in the Jinshi, had originally come from 
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 Silla with the clan name of Wanyan. 

Since the Silla royal surname of Kim 

(Golden) had been transmitted from 

generation to generation over many 

dozens of generations, the Chronicle 

 continues, the royal surname of Silla 

 without doubt became its dynastic 

name. The Geography Section of the 

Jinshi, however, states that the dynastic 

name Jin (implying Golden in Chinese 

and Alchun in Tungusic 國言金曰按出
虎 以按出虎水源於此) was based on 

the Nüzhen name of the river Ashi, a 

southern tributary of the Lower 

Songhua. See Janhunen (1996: 155).  

 
欽定滿洲源流考 卷首諭旨 上諭頃
閱金史世紀云 金始祖居完顔部 其
地有白山黑水…本朝肇興...與大金正
同 史又稱金之先出靺鞨部古肅愼地
…我朝得姓曰愛新覺羅氏 國語爲金
曰愛新 可爲金源同派之證 
 
56 高麗史節要 丁酉十二年[1117] 金 
主阿骨打...書曰 兄大女眞金國皇帝 
致書又弟高麗國王 自我祖考 介在 
一方 謂契丹爲大國 高麗爲父母 
之邦 小心事之 契丹無道 陵轢我 
疆場奴隷我人民 屢加無名之師 我 
不得已拒之 蒙天之祐 獲殄滅之 惟 
王許我知親 結爲兄弟 以成世世無 
窮之好 仍遣良馬一匹 書至 大臣 
極言 和親不可 御史中丞金富轍 上 
疏以爲 金人新破大遼 遣使於我 
請爲兄弟之國 以成永世和親之計 
我朝不許 臣竊觀 漢之於匈奴 唐之 
於突厥 或與之稱臣 或下嫁公主 凡 
可以和親者無不爲之 今大宋與契丹 
迭爲伯叔兄弟 世世和通 以天子之 
尊 無敵於天下 而於蠻胡之國 屈 

consent to the Jin’s demand as the price of  Koryeo’s territorial 
integrity. The Nüzhen army entered Kaifeng in January 1127. 

Observing Koryeo’s ready submission in April 1126 “in 
the absence of  any conspicuous military threat or jade-silver 
allurement,” Wuchimai greatly appreciated the wisdom of  
Koryeo’s Respect-the-Stronger strategy.56 The relations between 
Koryeo and Jin were thenceforth peaceful -- perhaps too peaceful. 
The absence of  an external threat against Koryeo fostered an 
internal plot to supplant the king, monarchs falling into pleasure-
seeking, and an excessive civil supremacy disdainful of  the now 
useless military officers. The humiliated generals at last staged a 
coup d’etat in 1170, and seized absolute power for a period of  
one hundred years until 1270, with unexpected ramifications for 
Koryeo’s resistance against the Mongols, a brand-new “Stronger.” 

Koryeo, Ledyard (1983: 324) writes, “managed to hold 
on to what it had and still add the cis-Yalu area. And while the 
Song lost all of  northern China to the Nüzhens, Koryeo managed 
to settle its affairs diplomatically and thus warded off  a Nüzhen 
invasion.” Amazingly enough, the Koryeo dynasty (918-1392) 
survived and outlived the Qidan Liao (907-1125), the Nüzhen Jin 
(1115-1234) and the Mongol Yuan (1206-1368), while the Song 
dynasty (960-1127-1279) was pushed further and further south, 
only to be completely wiped out. 

Ledyard (1983: 346) states: Koryeo “people themselves 
debated the historical nature of  their dynasty: some considered it 
to have inherited the tradition and legitimacy of  Koguryeo, others 
believed that it was the true successor of  Silla. Koryeo’s founders 
doubtless took the former view, as is suggested most directly by 
their choice of  the name of  their state. But socially and politically, 
Koguryeo’s fortunes were subverted by the host of  Silla officials 
that swarmed north to Kae-gyong, and after the confrontation 
between the two polar views in the first half  of  the twelfth 
century, there was no question but what the Silla tradition had 
won.” In face of  the vigorous Qidan-Nüzhen Manchurian powers, 
the Silla tradition did not provide any motivation for expansion 
even as far as the Yalu River, much less beyond it. 

In Koryeo, the faction adhering to the legacy of  
Koguryeo, represented by the monk Myo Cheong (妙淸) who 
urged the king to move the capital to Pyung-yang, proposed the 
king not only declare himself  emperor and adopt his own reign 
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name, but also launch an attack against the Jin. The irredentist 
faction lost their battle in February 1136 against the Silla-
successionist faction represented by the Kim Pu-sik (1075-1151), a 
royal Silla descent satisfied with the peninsular status.57 Kim Pu-
sik had in fact personally observed the destruction of  the Song by 
the Nüzhens when he was sent as an envoy to congratulate the 
last Northern Song emperor, Qinzong (欽宗 r.1126-7), on his 
accession in 1126. He acquired a realistic perception of  the 
international balance of  power at first hand.  

The ideology of  the Silla successionist, i.e., divesting 
itself  even of  a theoretical claim to Koguryeo’s Manchurian 
domains, accorded well with the rulers of  Jin, reducing tension at 
the northern frontier and consequently the necessity for military 
preparedness of  Koryeo, to the advantage of  its civilian 
bureaucrats. The triumph of  the Silla-successionist faction in 1136 
inaugurated the dominance of  the civil officialdom until the 
military coup in 1170.  

When compiling the Samguk-sagi (completed in 1145), 
Kim Pu-sik adhered to the Respect-the-Stronger ideology. He 
postulated Koryeo as the heir to Silla with a peninsular setting, 
adding the 260-year history of  “Unified” Silla (676-935), and 
ignoring the history of  its contemporary, Parhae (698-926).  
 
PARHAE AND SILLA AS THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN DYNASTIES 

The writings by Il-Yeon, Yi Kyubo (1168-1241), Yi 
Seung-hiu (1224-1300), and Yu Deuk-gong (1748-1807) track the 
efforts of  the spiritual heirs of  Koguryeo to redress Kim Pu-sik’s 
distortions and lay a historical foundation for a de jure claim to 
Koguryeo’s Manchurian domains, including the Liaodong area.58 

Yu Deuk-gong deplored the failure of  the Koryeo court to 
compile “the History of  the Northern Dynasty and the History 
of  the Southern Dynasty,” that is to say, the History of  Parhae 
and the History of  Unified Silla, concurrently. 

Yu Deuk-gong wrote the preface to his Parhae History 
as follows. 59 The Koryeo did not compile the History of  Parhae, 
and so the growth of  Koryeo’s national power was limited. In 
former times, the Ko clan resided in the north, calling their state 
Koguryeo; the Puyeo clan resided in the southwest, calling their 
state Paekche; and the Pak-Seok-Kim clans resided in southeast, 
calling their state Silla. These were the Three States whose 

而事之者 乃所謂聖人 權以濟道 保 
全國家之良策也 昔成宗之世[981-97] 

馭邊失策 以速遼人之入寇 誠可爲 
鑑戒 臣願盛朝 思長圖遠策 以保 
國家 使無後悔  
己亥十四年 [1119] 遣中書主事…聘 
于金 國書有况彼源發乎吾土之語 
金主拒不受  
乙巳三年 [1125] 五月遣…如金 
金以國書非表又不稱臣不納 
丙午四年 [1126] 夏四月 遣...如金 
稱臣上表…金回詔曰 以小事大 乃社 
稷之圖...加非兵草之威 誘不玉帛之 
惠 自然來者 不曰良哉 且君父之心 
予巳堅 篤 而臣子之義 汝毋易忘  

 

According to the Jinshi, the Koryeo 

envoy arrived at the Jin court on June 

1, 1126. 

高麗史 世家第十四 睿宗十二年 
[1117]…兄大女眞金國皇帝致書于弟 
高麗國王… 我祖考…高麗爲父母之 
邦小心事之… 許我和親結爲兄弟... 

世家第十五 仁宗四年[1126] 金回詔 
曰…上表稱臣…以小事大乃社稷之圖
 
57 Ledyard (1983: 152) notes that the 

military leaders of the new state badly  

needed the expertise in administrative  

affairs which the aristocracy of the 

defunct Silla state could offer, and the  

Silla ethos quickly gained the 

ascendancy in Kae-seong. 

58 See Samguk-yusa (三國遺事) 

written by the monk Il-Yeon (一然) in 

c.1281-3; “Ode to King Tong-myung” in 

Dong-guk Yi-sang-guk-jip (東國李相國
集) written by Yi Kyu-bo (李奎報) in 

1193; Zhe-wang Ungi (帝王韻紀 
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 Rhymed Record of Theocrats and 

Kings) by Yi Seoung-hiu (李承休);  

and Parhae-Ko completed in 1784 by 

Yu Deuk-gong. Yi Kyu-bo amplified the 

national ethos rooted in the heritage of 

Koguryeo with his ode to its legendary 

founder Tong-myung based on the Old 

History of Three Kingdom (舊三國史) 

that antedated Kim Pusik’s work. 

 
59 柳得恭  渤海考  

高麗不修渤海史 知高麗之不振也 
昔者高氏居于北 曰高句麗 夫餘氏
居于西南 曰百濟 朴昔金氏居于東
南 曰新羅 是爲三國 宜其有三國史 
而高麗修之 是矣 及夫餘氏亡高氏
亡 金氏有其南 大氏有其北 曰渤海 
是爲南北國 宜其有南北國史 而高
麗不修之 非矣 夫大氏者何人也 乃
高句麗之人也 其所有之地何地也 
乃高 句麗之地也 而斥其東斥其西
斥 其北而大之耳 及夫金氏亡大氏 
亡 王氏統而有之 曰高麗 其南 有
金氏之地則全 而其北有大氏之地則
不全 或入於女眞 或入於契丹...渤
海爲遼所滅…其忽汗城之也  世子以 
下奔高麗者 十餘萬人 無其官則必
其書矣...張建章唐人也 尙著渤海國
記 以高麗之人 而獨不可修渤海之
史乎  

Zhang Jianzhang (張建章 806-66) 

was sent to Parhae by the Governor of 

Youzhou. He left modern-day Beijing in 

833, boarded a ship at Dengzhou, 

Shandong Peninsula, and arrived at the 

Supreme Capital of Parhae in late 

autumn of 834. Zhang returned to 

Beijing in August 835, and wrote the no 

longer extant History of Parhae (渤海
記) that was apparently read by Yu  

histories merited recording, and the Koryeo rightly obliged with 
their compilation. With the fall of  the Puyeo clan and the Ko clan, 
the Kim clan occupied the south, and the Tae clan occupied the 
north, calling their state Parhae. Silla and Parhae should, 
respectively, be called the southern and northern states with 
southern and northern dynastic histories, and yet the Koryeo 
compiled only the history of  (Unified) Silla. This was wrong. After 
all, who were the Tae clan? They were precisely the Koguryeo 
people. Whose territory did the Tae clan occupy? It was precisely 
the Koguryeo territory, and they could expand it further to the 
east, west, and north. With the fall of  the Kim clan and the Tae 
clan, the Wang clan unified the nation and called their state 
Koryeo. They were able to occupy the whole of  the Kim clan’s 
territory in the south, but they were unable to occupy the whole 
of  the Tae clan’s territory in the north. A portion of  the northern 
territory was lost to the Nüzhen, and a portion of  it to the Qidan. 
… Even though the Parhae was destroyed by the Liao, … when 
its capital was captured, the Crown Prince and 100,000 Parhae 
people escaped to Koryeo. … Zhang Keon-zang (Zhang 
Jianzhang) was a Tang person, and yet he had compiled the History 
of  the Parhae State. Why was it, then, that the Koryeo people were 
unable to compile the History of  Parhae?  

 
 
Appendix 10.1. Kingship and Aristocracy in the Korean Peninsula 
 
WARLORD CONFEDERACY REPLACED BY CENTRAL BUREAUCRACY 
 Wang Keon (王建 r.918-43), the founder of  the Koryeo 
dynasty, was put forward as king by his fellow generals. The 
kingship in Koryeo was relatively weak, and a small number of  
warlord-aristocrats (功臣豪族) that monopolized the State Council 
governed the new nation through oligarchic group-decisions.60  

 The fourth king, Kwang-zong (r.949-75), created a huge 
military force called the Lightening Army (光軍) directly under 
royal command in response to the threat of  the Qidans. With its 
backing, Kwang-jong could destroy the confederation of  powerful 
warlords. He reformed the bureaucracy, said to have been inspired 
by the Zhenguan Zhengyao (貞觀政要), and styled himself  emperor, 
designating the capital as the imperial capital (皇都).61 During 983-
1076, there emerged the Tang-style Three Chancelleries (三省) 
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and Six Boards (六部), as well as the Song-style Royal Secretariat 
(中樞院) and Three Censorates (三司).  
 The Koryeo kings, however, replaced the warlord 
confederacy with a centralized civil bureaucracy only by creating a 
new class of  powerful capital-based (de facto) hereditary aristocrats 
(yang-ban 兩班,士族) headed by the top-ranking officials of  the 
Secretariat-Chancellery who constituted the Privy Council (宰樞會
議). The newly created civil aristocrats enjoyed hereditary access to 
office through the protection privilege (蔭敍), and consolidated 
their closed stratum by intermarrying among themselves and with 
the royal family.62 Kwang-jong had introduced the examination 
system in 958 but, Duncan (2000: 49) states, “even eligibility to sit 
for the merit-based government service examinations was 
determined by hereditary social status.” The established civil 
aristocrats in the capital area, augmented by a small number of  
new recruits from the local-strongman stratum (鄕吏戶長 local 
landed magnates 豪族 originating from the Silla-Koryeo 
transition), came to dominate the central bureacracy. 63 

  
CIVILIAN SUPREMACY REPLACED BY MILITARY DICTATORSHIP  
 In the newly institutionalized bureaucracy, the military 
came to hold inferior position. The highest-ranking general was 
placed below the highest-ranking civil officer. In times of  massive 
foreign invasion or mass revolt, civil officials assumed top military 
command.64 The economic position of  military officers kept 
deteriorating, and they came to harbor a long list of  grievances. 
The pendulum, however, swings both back and forth. The rivalry 
between military and civilian officials ushered in a 100-year 
military dictatorship (1170-1270).  
 In 1170, a group of  generals led by Yi Ui-bang (李義方), 
Yi Ko (李高) and Jeong Jung-bu (鄭仲夫), staged a coup d’état, 
detained the king, and murdered a large number of  arrogant 
civilian officials. Though the civil bureaucracy was retained, the 
Council of  Supreme Generals (重房) became the center for 
decision-making. Many of  the generals held concurrent posts in 
both military and civilian agencies. Yi Ui-bang, who had ruled with 
extreme cruelty, was eliminated by Jeong Jung-bu in 1174.65 
 The generals kept conspiring against each other until the 
rise of  Choi Chung-heon (崔忠獻 1149-1219) in 1196, who was 
able to arrest the anarchy and restore order to the nation by 

Deuk-gong. See 王承禮 渤海簡史 
(黑龍江人民出版社, 1984), 宋基豪 
譯 (翰林大學, 1987), pp. 157-8.  

 
60 Shultz (2000: 15-6) notes that 

“Dynastic codes mandated that the 

censorial offices criticize improper royal 

behavior. ... The Censorate (三司: 司
憲府, 司諫院, 弘文館) not only 

criticized the general state of affairs. It 

also attacked repeatedly the king’s 

enjoyment of polo, making it a cause 

célèbre, until Uijong (毅宗 r.1146-70) 

finally abandoned the game in 1152.” 

 
61 See Duncan (2000: 14, 22, 94). 

 
62 Duncan (2000: 23, 28, 94-5, 273-4) 

 
63 Duncan (2000: 96) notes: “the large 

number of protection beneficiaries (蔭
敍)…passed the higher examinations 

[進士,明經科 because] it endowed 

greater prestige than other ways of 

gaining offical posts.” The large 

numbers of men who chose to take the 

examination had already secured posts 

in the central bureaucracy (ibid: 278).  

Perhaps Kwang-jong had intended to 

recruit the local elites (地方豪族, 鄕 
吏) through the exam system in order  

to counter the entrenched warlord-

aristocrats in the capital area, but “once

these newer descent groups were 

ensconced at the capital, they too 

established hereditary lines of civil 

officials and intermarried closely with 

the older descent groups, in effect 

becoming new recruits to the old central 

civil establishment (ibid: 95).”  
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64 Civil officials such as Kang Kamchan 

(姜邯贊 948-1031) led a 208,300-man 

army and annihilated the Qidan army in 

1019; Yoon Kwan (尹瓘 d.1111) led a 

170,000-man army and pacified the 

Nüzhens in 1107; and Kim Pusik (金富
軾 1075-1151) quelled the rebellion by 

Myo Cheong (妙淸 d.1135) in 1135-6. 

 
65 See Shultz (2000: 30). 

Yi Ui-bang’s younger brother, Yi Rin (李
隣), was the sixth generation direct 

ancestor to Yi Seong-kye (李成桂), the 

founder of the Chosun dynasty. 

 
66 “Eighty men were found to be holding 

positions in the top offices of the civil 

dynastic structure during Choi Chung-

heon’s rule... Civilians occupied...at 

least 54 percent of… these officies 

(ibid: 72).” 

 
67 See Shultz (2000: 48-9). Three 

months after Choi assumed power, “he 

held a formal examination that was 

[passed] by thirty-seven men --one of 

the largest groups to pass the 

examination during the Koryeo dynasty. 

The Choi leaders subsequently held  

more frequent examinations, which 

were passed by larger groups than 

inprevious years when civilians were in 

total control (ibid: 48).” 

 
68 The Directorate of Decree Enactment 

served as the highest organ of the Choi 

“shougunate.” Lee (1984: 146) states 

that: “Until the collapse of military rule 

the position of chief of this office (別監) 

continued to be occupied by whatever 

institutionalizing a formal military dictatorship. This was four 
years after Minamoto Yoritomo (源頼朝 1147-99) commenced 
the Kamakura shogunate (鎌倉幕府 1192-1333) in the Japanese 
Islands. 
 
CENTRAL BUREAUCRACY SURVIVES THE MILITARY DICTATORSHIP 
 Since the “greatest threat to his authority came from 
other military officers who controlled forces capable of  leading 
countercoups,” Shultz (2000: 47) notes, Choi recruited many 
central aristocrats into the civil bureaucracy, and also incorporated 
many scholars (such as Yi Kyu-bo) into his private administrative 
system as retainers (門客).66 According to Lee (1984: 146), “as the 
supreme arbiters of  power in Koryeo, the Choi established a 
Personnel Authority (政房) in their own residence to handle 
official appointments. ... Men of  civil attainments were attached to 
this office. ... It was this development that paved the way for the 
gradual reappearance of  civil officials in positions of  power.” Choi 
revived the civil service examination to increase the number of  his 
followers among the civil bureaucrats, while assuming the highest 
civil posts himself  in order to assure his control over the central 
bureaucracy.67 Choi further created a governing authority (敎定都
監) that gave formal legitimacy to his military rule. 68 Choi U (崔瑀 
r.1219-49), Chung-heon’s son, continued the policy of  enhancing 
civilian collaboration and curtailing the influence of  the Council 
of  Generals.69 The pre-1170 capital-based hereditary civilian 
aristocrats were able thereby to survive the military era and form 
the nucleus of  the late Koryeo central bureaucracy. 70 
 The Choi “shogunate” maintained the formal dynastic 
structure with the king and civilian officials, but superimposed its 
private system of  supreme authority on the dynastic agencies. The 
king was peripheral to this system. Choi Chung-heon, Shultz 
(2000: 54) writes, “set out to build a structure that would assure 
his family control over the dynasty for the next sixty years. The 
result was a dual administration that permitted the traditional 
dynastic organs to function while building an auxiliary series of  
private agencies that were directly answerable to his commands.” 
In the same manner, Choi depended on the dynastic armed forces 
(二軍六衛 the Two Guards and Six Divisions) to support his 
regime for awhile, and then slowly enlarged his private armed 
forces. The six massive waves of  Mongol invasions that began in 
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1231 (ending in 1259) quickly destroyed the dynastic armies (京軍
/保勝,精勇軍), and the defense of  the kingdom was relegated to 
the Choi’s private forces that indulged in scorched earth strategy 
after relocating the capital to the Kang-wha Island in 1232.71  
 
KHUBILAI PROPS UP THE MARGINALIZED KORYEO KING 
 Choi and his descendants ruled Koryeo for 64 years as 
military dictators until 1258, when a group of  generals (led by 
Kim In-jun) threw out the Choi family. The new military leaders 
dispatched the Crown Prince (Won-zong r.1259.6.-74) to the 
Mongols in April 1259, commencing protracted peace 
negotiations with the Mongols. By May 1270, the generals were 
eliminated by civil officials, who restored authority to the king and 
returned to Kae-seong, concluding peace with the Mongols. It 
was the Choi’s confidants, the civil officials nurtured by Choi, who 
brought an end to military rule. In the Japanese Islands, the 
military dictatorship continued in the name of  the Muromachi 
shogunate (1333-1573) and the Tokugawa shogunate (1603-1868). 
 Won-zong came to Beijing with his Crown Prince in 
December 1269, and requested in February 1270 an imperial 
princess from Khubilai Khan for marriage with his son. Khubilai, 
as if  possessing a profound knowledge of  peninsular affairs, 
decided in October 1271 to marry one of  his daughters to the 
Koryeo king (忠烈王 r.1274-1308), apparently to rule Koryeo by 
resuscitating the kingship that had been marginalized to an 
extreme under the military dictatorship.72 The transfusion of  royal 
Mongol blood helped prop up the Koryeo kings. The collapse of  
Mongol Yuan in 1368, Duncan (2000: 201) states, left the kings 
“without any external backing. Although Kongmin (恭愍王 
r.1351-74) and U (禑王 r.1375-88) continued to rely on eunuchs 
and other persons of  non-yangban backgrounds, such as the monk 
Sin Don (辛旽 d.1371), the kings and their trusted retainers were 
isolated entities, lacking any cohesive social base that would enable 
them to offset yangban (aristocrats) power.”  
  

HEREDITARY LANDED ARISTOCRACY RULED SILLA AND KORYEO 
 A Confucian academy (太學) is recorded to have been 
established in Koguryeo in 372, and in Silla (國學) in 682. The 
Unified Silla introduced a species of  examination system (讀書三
品科) in 788. Koryeo established the civil examination system (進

military man actually held the reins of 

power. ... The issuance of orders by the 

Choi to collect taxes or to investigate 

wrongdoings by officials was done in 

their capacity as directors of this office.”

 
69 Shultz (2000: 56)  

 
70 See Duncan (2000: 95) and also  

Shultz (2000: 188-9). 

71 Choi's house troops numbered more 

than 10,000 men in 1216. See Shultz 

(2000: 59). “Chung-heon personally 

drilled the Tobang (都房 the private 

guard detachment numbering 5,000 

men) ... Many of the men he recruited 

into the Tobang came from … the king’s 

palace guards (二軍/近杖 Two 

Guards), thus hastening the 

evisceration of the dynastic forces (ibid: 

60, 62).” After the dynastic troops 

faded, another military arm in Choi’s 

private forces called Sam-byul-cho (三
別抄 Three Patrols, initially the Ya-

byul-cho 夜別抄, the night patrol to 

prevent crimes) became the primary 

force to fight against the Mongols. 

Choi’s private armies were financed by 

personal resources as well as dynastic 

revenues. The rapid expansion of  

private estates “seriously encroached 

on the dynasty’s ability to collect 

revenue (ibid: 187).” 
 

72 高麗史 卷二十六 元宗 二十一年 
[1270] 二月 王謁帝王...上書都堂請 
婚曰...世子適會來觀伏望許降公主.. 
則小邦萬世求倚供職 
See also sidenote 41 of Chapter 11. 
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元史 卷七 本紀 第七 世祖四 八年 
[1271] 春正月...高麗國王...遣使奉 
表爲世子...請婚...十一月...建國號
曰大元 

 
73 A slave had simply been defined as 

an enemy of the state (e.g., a prisoner 

of war or a rebel) or a social outcast 

(e.g., a convict). The early Chosun 

scholar-officials, however, defined the 

relationship between slave and owner 

as identical to that between subject and 

king in the Confucian social order. This 

allowed intermarriage between a slave 

and a free person (良賤交婚), which in 

turn allowed a rapid expansion in their 

number through reproduction. Among 

the total population of less than 10 

million in the late 17th century, less 

than 10% were aristocrats, less than 

60% peasants and other free people, 

and more than 30% slaves. Every 

soldier of the 20,000-man central army 

(侍衛軍) had possessed horses and 

slaves, and a military officer (甲士) 

owned 5-10 slaves. The official price of 

a slave as chattel was about a third of 

the price of a horse in 1400. In 1732, 

the Chosun counteracted a law 

(從母從良法) to make offsprings of a 

slave father and non-slave mother free 

persons, abolishing the age-old 

principle of making a person a slave 

when either one of the parents was 

slave (一賤則賤). In 1744, an owner 

who killed his slave was condemned to 

severe punishment by law (大明律/ 

續經國大典), and the enslavement of 

士,明經科) in 958, and there also appeared the government-
sponsored Confucian school system (國子監,國子學,太學) as well 
as private schools, including that of  Choi Chung (崔沖 984-1068 
九齋學堂). The Koguryeo, Silla, Paekche, and Koryeo, however, 
remained essentially as the (de jure or de facto) hereditary landed-
aristocratic societies based on a large number of  slaves (奴婢). 73  
 Although the rigidly defined (de jure Bone Rank 骨品) 
caste system disappeared and there occurred conspicuous upward 
social mobility among the local warlords after the fall of  Silla, the 
central bureaucracy in Koryeo was soon monopolized by the new 
capital-based (de facto) hereditary bureaucrats. The prefectures and 
counties, however, remained under the rule of  semiautonomous 
local hereditary landed magnates (豪族/鄕吏戶長).74   
 Duncan (2000: 97) states that, in Koryeo, the central 
bureaucracy was “made up of  capital-based segments of  local-
strongman kinship groups,” and, “by the late thirteenth century, 
the capital-based descent group segments had begun to redefine 
themselves in a way that put greater emphasis on their histories as 
central officeholders.” It is at this point that their interests began 
to diverge from those of  the local magnates: many of  them “no 
longer maintained close ties with their ancestral seats in the 
countryside; they used their status and power as central 
government officials to develop independent bases of  economic 
power in their private estates (ibid: 98),” producing a gulf  to 
separate them from the herediatry local warlords.  
  
NEO-CONFUCIANISM IN LATE KORYEO AND EARLY CHOSUN 
  King Chung-seon, Deuchler (1992: 21) notes, “once 
pondered the reason why in Korea, long familiar with Chinese 
culture, the scholars were all adhering to Buddhism and occupied 
themselves with trivialities of  writing style.”75 Yi Je-hyeon (李齊賢 
1287-1367) held the Koryeo kings responsible for the desolate 
state of  educational facilities, and his disciple, Yi Saek (李穡), 
became instrumental in the revival of  the Confucian Academy, 
Sung-kyun-kwan (成均館) in 1367, in the reign of  King Kong-min. 
  A reformist ideology emerged in Koryeo society that 
addressed itself  to social problems. The Neo-Confucians in late 
Koryeo became activists to implement a reform program that 
would Confucianize Korean society. Deuchler (1992: 27) states: 
“After the failure of  Wang An-shi’s (1021-86) reforms in eleventh-
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century China, their program was to become the most ambitious 
and creative experiments in the East Asian world.” 76 According to 
Deuchler (1992: 292), the Neo-Confucian training equipped the 
reformists with “a professionalism that made them comparable to 
their contemporaries of  late Yuan and early Ming rather than to 
the Song Neo-Confucians. As the actual initiators of  the dynastic 
change [from Koryeo to Chosun], they directly involved in policy-
making at all levels.” The volume of  legislation addressed to social 
problems “far surpassed the scope of  legislative activities 
ordinarily to be expected at the outset of  a new dynasty. It soon 
became clear that the early legislators [of  Chosun dynasty] 
attempted to introduce into Korean society notions and concepts 
which ran counter to established tradition (ibid: 3).” 77 
   

LANDED ARISTOCRACY ALSO RULED CHOSUN AS SCHOLAR-OFFICIALS

In mainland China, the hereditary aristocratic families 
that had ruled the previous Buddhist Xianbei conquest dynasties 
continued to rule the Buddhist Sui and Tang dynasties (581-618-
907).78 The Buddhist Unified Silla (676-935) and Koryeo (918-
1392) in the Korean Peninsula were also ruled by the (de jure or de 
facto) hereditary aristocracy. In the Confucian Han Chinese Song-
Ming dynasties, however, the aristocracy was replaced by a 
meritocracy. In Song (960-1127-1279), civil officials were selected 
from the Chinese gentry families (士族) through the Confucian 
examination system and, Deuchler (1992: 291) notes, “very few 
high officials traced their ancestry back to Tang” [aristocratic or 
collaborator families]. Historians, however, agree that there was a 
high degree of  continuity in the ruling class between the Buddhist 
Koryeo and the Confucianist Chosun. Deuchler (1992: 292) states 
that “in Korea there was no radical break between the ruling class 
of  Koryeo and that of  early Chosun. The Confucian scholar-
officials emerged from the old [Buddhist] aristocratic matrix.” 79  

The Koryeo aristocrats had overwhelmed the kings by 
monopolizing the powerful offices of  the central bureaucracy, 
enduring military dictatorship (1170-1270), Mongol rule (1270-
1364), and also dynastic changes. They were able to prosper in 
Chosun by metamorphosing into the Neo-Confucian reformist 
scholar-officials, purging their compatriots (including the king) 
who witlessly kept adhering to the age-old Buddhist ideology.80 
   

a person who could not repay a debt 

(債務奴隷) was also prohibited. In 

1783, the law (大典會通) prohibited 

making the family members of a convict 

into slaves (刑罰奴隷連 坐制). 

Slavery was abolished as late as in 

1894, and the lands that had been 

cultivated by slaves came to be farmed 

by tenants. See Lee (1998).  

 
74 The Tang ruling class was a more 

formally constituted aristocracy than the 

de facto hereditary landed aristocracy 

of Koryeo. After all, the Koryeo central 

aristocracy had originated from the 

humble local warlords of the ninth and 

tenth centuries who had diverse social 

backgrounds. 

 

75 Chung-seon (忠宣王 r.1308-13) 

abdicated in favor of his son in 1313, 

and retired to the Yuan capital, founding 

the famous library, Hall of the Ten 

Thousand Scrolls (萬卷堂), which 

provided an ideal meeting place for 

Chinese and Korean scholars of the 

Neo-Confucian school (程朱學).  

 
76 Deuchler (1992: 27) explains: “Neo-

Confucianism contained clear precepts 

of sociopolitical renovation and 

anchored the guarantee of their 

workability in the exemplary world of 

the sage kings of Chinese antiquity.” 
 

77 Deuchler (1992: 22-3) states: the 

“anti-Buddhist [排佛崇儒] feelings at  

first were not strong. After all, Buddhist 

temples had protected the Confucians 
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 during the Military Period. ... The tone 

of the Confucians changed, however, 

under King Kong-min. ... Lingering  

domination of pro-Mongol forces and 

the meteoric rise of a Buddhist monk, 

Sin Don, to the pinnacle of decision-

making power radicalized the 

Confucians’ demands for renovation.” 

Confucianism became the declared 

state religion of the Chosun dynasty. 

 
78 Deuchler (1992: 290) states: “During 

Tang, the upper stratum of society was 

constituted of ‛great families’ ... the 

aristocratic status of such families was 

upheld by birth … Therefore the upper 

echelons of government were virtually 

monopolized by aristocrats.”  

 
79 Duncan (2000: 151) also states: “The 

overwhelming majority of the most 

powerful (yangban) descent groups of  

the early Chosun were descended from 

prominent members of the Koryeo 

central bureaucracy, and they 

continued to hold great landed estates 

farmed by slaves and tenants,” 

confiscating the lands and slaves 

owned by the Buddhist temples. 

 
80 Deuchler (1992: 293) states that,  

“In contrast to the Southern Song 

where the Confucian-educated elite no 

longer coincided with the officeholders, 

and the officeholders came to supplant 

 the hereditary aristocracy, in Chosun 

Korea the Neo-Confucians established 

themselves as the officeholders, the  

sadaebu, and constituted the new 

dynasty's hereditary elite.” 

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE: SIMILARITY AND DIFFERENCE 
 Deuchler (1992: 293) raises a fundamental question: “In 
Korea, there seems to have been at once more continuity and 
more change than in China. How is this paradox to be explained? 
While in Song China the aristocratic tradition was destroyed by 
the perfected examination system, in Korea the strong aristocratic 
elements in society and politics survived the change of  dynasties 
[from Koryeo to Chosun].” That is, in China, the aristocracy 
could not survive the Tang-Song dynastic change although the 
contrary was the case in Korea. Deuchler (1992: 297) then gives 
her own answer: “In Korea, the examinations were never intended 
to introduce egalitarian standards for recruiting men to 
government service. On the contrary, the selection of  talents was 
regarded as being intimately related to sharply delineated social 
boundaries. ... This dual emphasis on inherited status and 
scholarly achievement created the typical aristocratic-bureaucratic 
hybrid [hereditary shidafu 世襲士大夫], the scholar-official of  the 
Chosun period. With the preservation of  the aristocratic element 
of  heredity, the traditional status hierachy of  Korean society was 
maintained and even reinforced, and consequently examination 
success and high office were preponderantly reserved to a 
relatively small number of  productive lineages.”  

The lingering confusion in the minds of  historians, 
however, will never be resolved until they are able to perceive the 
qualitative difference between the Han Chinese Song-Ming 
dynasties on the one hand and the Liao-Jin-Yuan-Qing conquest 
dynasties on the other that followed the Tang dynasty.81  In 
mainland China, the Buddhist-Xianbei “hereditary” aristocracy of  
the conquest dynasties, including the Sui and Tang dynasties, was 
completely replaced by the Neo-Confucian “non-hereditary” 
scholar-officials in the Han Chinese Song-Ming dynasties. The 
“hereditary” aristocratic rule, however, continued in the Liao-Jin-
Yuan-Qing conquest dynasties. In the Korean Peninsula, the 
hereditary Buddhist central aristocracy in Koryeo was replaced by 
the “de facto hereditary” Neo-Confucian central bureaucrats in 
Chosun. The enduring importance of  “hereditary aristocratic” 
rule in the Koryeo-Chosun transition marks a major difference 
between the Korean and Han Chinese historical experience, but it 
rather conspicuously resembles the hereditary nature of  the (post-
Tang) non-Chinese conquest elite in mainland China.  

Aristocratic-Bureaucratic Hybrid in Chosun 
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According to Deuchler (1992: 294), the rulers and the 
Neo-Confucian scholars of  the Han Chinese Song dynasties 
“chose to ignore Zhu Xi’s rigid system of  major and minor 
descent lines perpetuated by primogeniture, perhaps because it 
was incompatible with egalitarian trends in Song society. In 
contrast, the Koreans interpreted the Neo-Confucian societal 
blueprint more literally as a scheme suitable for narrowing the 
broad ascription of  status by birth common in Koryeo. The new 
‛bureaucrats’ of  Chosun adopted the restrictive Confucian descent 
calculation to enhance their social position and political power in 
the long term and insure against any egalitarianism.” 

In mainland China, the Confucian examination system 
contributed to some degree of  social mobility. In Chosun, Neo-
Confucianism rather helped sustain the landed-aristocratic 
element by preserving the de facto hereditary claim to power of  the 
small sadaebu (shidafu) group that monopolized Confucian 
learning.82 Hence, historians have no alternative but to note the 
facts that the sadaebu in Chosun (1) “made good use of  descent 
and heredity to monopolize the political life and the economic 
resources;” (2) were therefore “a practically enodogamous group 
whose membership was basically determined by the fact of  birth;” 
and (3) aristocratized the central bureaucracy in Chosun, resulting 
in a weak kingship that prevented autocratic rule.83  
 
DYNASTIC CHANGE: WHAT WAS THE NATURE OF REFORM? 
 Sui Wendi had greatly amplified, among the Confucian 
ideologies, the aspect of  filial submission in order to rule the Han 
Chinese. The early Chosun reformists, since they were not alien 
conquerors, chose the strategy of  amplifying the Confucian 
emphasis on bloodlines and genealogies, as well as the importance 
of  a primary wife, in order to form a more exclusive landed 
aristocratic stratum with enhanced privileges. Contrary to the 
Cheng-Zhu ideal and also contrary to the tradition of  Koryeo 
society, the Chosun reformists (who were mostly the members of  
the great central aristocrats) aimed to narrow down the eligibility 
for aristocratic membership by demoting the legal status of  local 
landed-magnates, excluding the sons of  secondary wives of  
central aristocrats, peasants, technical officials, men of  servile 
rank, eunuchs, artisans, and merchants from taking civil service 
examinations, and substantially increasing the number of  slaves. 84 

81 Deuchler (1992: 291), for instance, 

states that “in early Song, the old Tang 

aristocracy fell from power ... This shift 

is generally attributed to the new civil 

examination system.” Of course, in the 

words of Duncan (2000: 152), “the new 

class of civil bureaucrats shi that 

emerged in the Northern Song was 

qualitatively different from its 

predecessors, [and the] Korean elites 

never underwent such a profound [alien

vs. native] transformation.” 

  
82 See Deuchler (1992: 294). 

 
83 See Deuchler (1992: 298 and 301). 

Duncan (2000: 235) states that “The 

Ming emperors ruled in an autocratic 

fashion all but unimaginable in Korea.” 
 

84 Deuchler (1992: 303) notes that "At 

the biginning…a few commoners are 

known to have climbed through the  

examination system into government 

office ... As the dynasty moved into its 

second century, social discrimination 

intensified and made the dividing line 

between yangban and commoners 

increasingly inflexible." 

 
85 See Deuchler (1992: 291), Duncan 

(2000: 201, 234-5) and Han (1997: 179, 

212). In early Koryeo, much of the 

country’s lands were under the control 

of local magnates. The Koryeo rulers 

had guaranteed the local magnates the 

hereditary claim to membership in the  

central bureaucracy, and access to the 

civil service exam. The early Chosun 

reformists, however, had smuggled the 
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ancient Zhou-li (周禮) ideology of 

centralization into the Cheng-Zhu 

reformist program.  

 
86 Duncan (2000: 234) 

states: “The highly centralized Chosun 

system was actually radically 

different from the decentralized… 

Mongol system in which the Grand 

Secretariat and Censorate at the capital 

handled only the metropolitan area 

while replicate or branch Grand 

Secretariat and Censorate administered 

other areas of the empire.” 

 
87 According to Han (1997: 108), the 

incessant fighting among the Three 

Kingdoms were essentially to capture 

slaves rather than to acquire lands. It is 

 told that the Chosun rulers had greatly 

reduced the number of slaves after the 

dynastic transition, but about one third 

of the total population of early Chosun 

were still slaves (ibid: 243-6). 

According to Lewis (2007: 64, 250-2), 

convicts had provided an almost infinite 

 supply of expendable labor in the early 

Qin-Han times for all sorts of dangerous 

services, including frontier soldiery and 

government iron smelting works. The 

women and children of criminals 

(sentenced to more than three years of 

hard labor in Qin times) were made 

slaves. It is no wonder that, “although 

the Han initially attempted to simplify 

Qin laws and make them less brutal, it 

soon reverted to largely following the 

Qin pattern.” Harsh laws were designed 

not only enforce strict public order, but 

also to create a bottomless pool of  

 Primogeniture was unknown in Sui and Tang as well as 
in Koryeo. The Tang society was patrilineal, while the Koryeo 
society was not. The Chosun reformists adopted a primogeniture-
flavored patrilineal system to restrict the membership in the 
landed aristocracy. They eliminated the old territorial status system 
that had protected the interests of  the local aristocrats who, 
Duncan (2000: 276) says, “before long…descended to the status 
of  hereditary clerks and runners in the service of  centrally 
appointed prefects and magistrates.”85 They minimized local 
autonomy by eliminating local institutions of  self-governance and 
by strengthening the power of  the provincial goverors appointed 
by the central government.86  
 Duncan (2000: 263) states that the so-called reformist 
program of  early Chosun “had little to do with the Cheng-Zhu 
program of  social reconstruction through individual self-
cultivation and locally autonomous institutions.” It was simply to 
restructure institutions “around the interests of  the central 
aristocracy (ibid: 277).” As a result, the local magnates who had 
constituted a powerful social group in Koryeo were completely 
marginalized by the central aristocrats in Chosun society. 
 The conquest dynsties in mainland China induced the 
Han Chinese gentry elite to be immersed in Confucian learning 
(to prepare examinations), while they themselves kept pursuing a 
martial life-style and were content with a rather rudimentary 
knowledge of  the Confucian Classics — namely, an amount 
deemed sufficient to control the lower-ranking Chinese scholar-
officials. Unlike the conquest aristocracy in mainland China, the 
Chosun reformists decided to transform the central aristocrats 
into “de facto hereditary scholar-officials” by minimizing the yin 
privilege (the free riders), and forcing them to take the difficult 
examinations on Neo-Confucian knowledge. In mainland China, 
the alien aristocratic elite could rule through the Han Chinese 
scholar-officials who maintained civil order and collected taxes 
from the peasants for the conquerors. In the Korean Peninsula, 
the central aristocrats of  Koryeo metamorphosed into “de facto 
hereditary” Neo-Confucian scholar-official rulers of  Chosun by 
making the passing of  the Confucian exam compulsory, while 
monopolizing the Confucian education, central bureaucracy, and 
landed estates. The central bureaucrats ruled the whole country, 
with their residential base in the capital area. They farmed their 
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own lands, scattered all over the country, directly through their 
own tenants and slaves. They could not abolish slavery because 
they could not rule the tenants without the intermediary-cum-
supplementary services of  their slaves. The Chosun society, unlike 
the Han Chinese society, had been as heavily dependent on slavery 
as the conquest regimes in mainland China.88  
 The Han Chinese Song and Ming did not create such a 
narrowly confined “(de facto) hereditary scholar-official class.” At 
least in theory, the Song-Ming society could be characterized as an 
open meritocracy, allowing not only the landed gentry but also the 
peasants and merchant to take the examinations.87 Furthermore, 
the countryside could enjoy substantial autonomy under the 
provincial officials dispatched by the central government, and 
could maintain a sort of  self-government under the leadership of  
local gentry-scholars who had passed the exam but were not lucky 
enough to be chosen for the few available official positions in the 
central bureaucracy.  
 Though one may be able to document numerous 
exceptional episodes, the Three Kingdoms as well as Koryeo, just 
like every one of  the Xianbei-Tungusic societies in Manchuria, 
were in essence (de jure or de facto) aristocracy-slavery (貴族/奴隷) 
societies. While the martial aristocracy of  the conquest dynasties 
in mainland China continued to rule through the Han Chinese 
collaborator scholar-officials, most central aristocrats in Chosun 
discarded the vestiges of  militarism and became Neo-Confucian 
scholar-officials on their own. While the civil bureaucracy 
recruited from the landed-gentry families in the Chinese Song-
Ming dynasties were not hereditary, the Chosun scholar-officials 
were de facto, if  not de jure, hereditary landed aristocrats. The 
Buddhism-Confucianism transition in the Korean Peninsula did 
not bring with it the transition from a closed aristocracy to an 
open meritocracy. Here we see the so-called “aristocratic-
bureaucratic hybrid” (世襲士大夫 hereditary shidafu) in the 
aristocracy-slavery Chosun society.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“forced labor” that constituted “the 

foundation of the Qin and Han states.” 

The servile population of this sort, 

however, tended to be, in the words of 

Rowe (2002: 496), “swept away in the 

cataclysm of dynastic change” in 

mainland China. 

Ch’ü (1961: 188) notes: “the family 

members of a criminal were often 

enslaved and given to meritorious 

officials, who held noble ranks. This 

was the only authorized means in the 

Ming dynasty…to possess slaves, and 

thus, legally speaking, a commoner 

was not allowed to have a slave.”  

Mote (1999: 366) states that in China 

“the exceptions to…liang min (良民) 

were …statistically insignificant [and] 

they could work their way out of it.” 

Duncan (2000: 235) states that 

“Whereas slavery was abolished in 

Ming China, it was extremely important 

to the operation of the state and the 

livelihood of the official class in early 

Chosun.” 
 

88 Duncan (2000: 235) states that 

“Whereas Ming Taizu in effect created 

a new ruling class by seeking out 

supporters from a wide variety of social 

groups --including the Red Turbans and 

other rebels, militia leaders, and village 

chiefs, as well as the scholarly classes 

of South China-- the early Chosun 

kings had to recruit support from a 

strongly aristocratic yangban class.”  
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Chapter 5 begins at 327. 


